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-----------Sylvan M Shane----------~ 

THE CREDO 
OF A SCIENTIST 

DR. SYLVAN SHANE is an anesthesiologist and has 
published six volinnes and twenty-two articles in his 
field. Dr. Shane serves on the staff of Maryland Gen
eral Hospital, Sinai liospital, and others in Bal1in1ore, 
Maryland, where he lives with his family in a home 
built with his own hands. He has traveled widely and 
lectured on new medical techniques which he has de
veloped. He serves on various boards of Orthodox edu
cational institutions, and ivas recently a candidate for 
the (~ongress of the United States. The following is an 
extract from an unpublished manuscript titled "Why 
I A ni an Orthodox Jew," which expresses Dr. Shane's 
credo as a scientist and as a Jew. [] 

AS A SCIENTIST' J BELIEVE in n1irac1es. A miracle is 
an effect in the physical world which surpasses all 
known human or natural powers and is therefore 
ascribed to a supernatural agency. But my belief in 
miracles goes beyond that of other men-I believe in 
the greatest of all miracles: The Revelation of the 
Torah to the Jewish people. 

The origin of life was and always remains a miracle. 
The origin of the universe with its stars and planets, 
and its inexorable mathematical precision, is a mirac1e. 
The fact that the oxygen concentration of the atmos
phere remains approximately fixed and nearly constant 
in anticipation of the respiratory needs of generations 
of man, and ani1nals and of insects, yet unborn, is a 
miracle. The almost unvarying intensity of the sun, the 
periodicity of rain, the regularity of the revolution of 
the earth, the precision of the moon's orbit and the 
very fact of human thought are all miracles, are all 
beyond and above human comprehension. That a 
mass of physical and chemical energy can think, can 
plan and construct the Golden Gate Bridge, a computer, 
or send a rocket to the inoon is a miracle. 

I have studied the human body, including the brain. 
I have studied physiology and chemistry and bacteri
ology. And the more I learn, the more convinced I 
become of the miracle of life and the Divine creation 
of the universe. 

How is it possible that at a certain fixed moment in 
the development of the embryo, one cell divides into 
two which differ from the original cell in structure and 
function. From the original two cells which united there 
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suddenly appear cells which become bone, others 
1nuscle, others nerve fibers. The process goes on day 
after day, year after year, and as far as the human 
mind can co1nprehend, continues along according to 
everlasting and eternal rules. 

THOSE WHO HAVE HAD the opportunity to study the 
process of hu1nun reproduction realize the miraculous 
perfection and precision of the plan by which it oper
ates. Every one of the thousands of particles which 
participate in the building of a cell must he on the 
exact spot at the exact moment. Otherwise no co-oper
ation of all these parts would be possible. Otherwise 
there woulcl be no life. Every one of the billions of 
cells in the organically sound human body performs its 
task truly and exactly. 

This is only a small part of the cytology we see in 
nature. All her physical, astronomical and chemical 
properties arc designed to make life possible. They 
not only make life possible for one biological type, but 
for all the thousands of different species of plants and 
animals as well as for man from the Canadian Arctic 
to the African jungle and from the shores of the 
Amazon to the highest peaks of the Himalayas. 

Miracles arc real but they are not scientifically per
missible concepts; they cannot be ineasurcd. The exact 
sciences in1ply precise measurement. We cannot meas
ure thought; we can never know or measure the force 
which impels the sperm to the egg, causes it to unite, 
divide and metamorphose into a human creature which 
thinks, loves, learns to comprehend justice and ap
preciate beauty. 

Beauty is also very real and meaningful when con
sidered in the framework of aesthetics. It is meaning
less in the framework of natural science since it is im
possible to measure heauty. We may approximate 
beauty hy various physical criteria, but to know exactly 
what beauty is, we 1nust work within the non-science 
framework of aesthetics. 

When the statement is made that G-d created the 
world, this is meaningful only within the framework 
of the Torah, but meaningless in science, (just as 
beauty is meaningless in science) and thus cannot 
contradict science. Creation is a scientifica1ly 1neaning
less concept. The account of Creation in the Torah 
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"The giving of the law at Sinai was a miracle experienced 
by over a half million people who later told it to their children, 
who in turn told it to their children, who in turn told it to theirs, 
and my grandfather told it to my father and my father told it to 
me and I have told it to my children, and they will relate it to 
their children and so it will be retold through the centuries for 
all generations.'' 

must be understood to be completely allegorical and 
irrational from the scientific standpoint. This can be 
proved formally as follows: according to the Torah, 
G-d created everything including time and the laws of 
science. It is meaningless to speak of the creation of 
scientific laws in terms of scientific laws. 

When science says that the world is very old or 
infinitely old, it does not contradict the Torah, be
cause science assumes that scientific laws always were 
valid. The proposition that scientific laws have always 
been valid cannot be proved by scientific measurements, 
and so is neither true nor false in science. A statement 
which is neither true nor fa]se, cannot contradict any
thin11 and it cannot contradict the Torah. One can 
believe in and accept both the Torah and science 
simultaneously, and this I believe and accept. 

People who speak of the age of the world refer to 
the scientific concept of time. In our Torah, time has 
quite a different meaning. Since G-d also created time, 
he is not of time, and docs not exist within the frame
work of time. The human mind cannot possibly con
ceive of the nothingness preceding existence, nor can 
it comprehend true eternity, which is not simply never
ending time, but rather the status of complete freedom 
from time and thus outside its categories of beginning 
and end, past, present and future. 

Confusion arises in people's minds because they 
tend to equate truth in science with truth in Torah. 
They forget how these truths were arrived at-one as 
a consequence of man-made theories which explain 
experimental and observational facts, the other as a re
sult of prophesy, belief and tradition. Some scientists 
extend scientific concepts beyond their range of validity, 
or give scientific meaning to concepts of Torah such 
a.;; creation, which arc meaningless in a scientific frame
work. They then attempt to demonstrate that science 
disproves the Torah. These conclusions are false. The 
Torah is not and cannot be contradicted by science. 

Al.L THAT rs TOLD in the Torah of our forefathers 
Avraham, Yitzchok and Y aakov, is so inextricably 
interwoven with supernaturalism, or miracles, that it is 
impossible to remove this element without destroying 
the entire description. If we try to eliminate all super
naturalism from these descriptions, what we have left 
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is a tale of some Hebrew nomads or bedouins who 
travelled about in the desert between Mesopotamia and 
Egypt. After we have deprived the historical experiences 
of our Fathers of all supernaturalism and of the meta
physical relationship with a transcendental Personal 
Being, we have degraded them to roaming and fighting 
nomads. 

The Torah was not given to Moshe by G-d in secret. 
The Torah was given to the Jewish people in full view 
and within hearing range of approximately half a mil
lion human beings who stood at the foot of Mt. Sinai 
and saw with their own eyes and heard the miracle 
with their own ears. The giving of this Torah to man
kind was a personal experience, a miracle-which has 
no relation to science and cannot be explained by 
science. The parting of the Red Sea when the Jews 
escaped needs no meteorological explanation regarding 
low tides and droughts. It was a miracle perfonned in 
full view and experienced by our lathers and the 
Egyptians. So were the plagues on Egypt. Attempted 
scientific explanations and theories regarding these 
phenomena are therefore without validity, and of no 
value. 

The giving of the law at Sinai was a miracle ex
perienced by over a half million people who later told 
it to their children, who in turn told it to their children, 
who in turn told it to theirs, and my grandfather told 
it to my father and my father told it to me and I have 
told it to my children, and they will relate it to their 
children and so it will be retold through the centuries 
for all generations. At no time in all of world history 
were there less than several million Jews faithfully 
maintaining this tradition of Orthodox Jewish practice 
as commanded at Sinai by G-d. It is also a fact that 
at no time in Jewish history was there a break in the 
chain of Jewish tradition from Sinai down to the pres
ent day. This makes this event the most authenticated 
of all historical events in human history. 

Since G-d created the universe and man to inhabit 
the earth it was a natural consequence for G-d to give 
man a code by which to govern himself. Man does not 
have the innate ability to know right from wrong. He 
is not a naturally moral and ethical person because he 
was also created with the ability to choose freely be
tween good and evil. He was created with a free will. 
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Man must be taught moral aud ethical laws and the. 
laws must have behiud them au authority above and 
beyond man. Without authority they are meaningless 
and as changeable as the wind. This authority is G-d, 
the Creator of man, and the Creator of the moral and 
ethical law, which is embodied in the Torah. 

It is quite simple and not at all confusing for me to 
accept the miracle of the giving of the Torah at Mt. 
Sinai. This miracle is certainly simpler to comprehend 
than the unexplained existence of the gases of 
the atmosphere; the sun with its complex nuclear reac
tions; the internal thermostat which regulates body 
temperature at a constant of 98.6 degrees regardless of 
the surrounding atmosphere; the mechanism which 
causes blood to clot after the skin is incised; the for
mation of red blood cells with their highly complex 
chemistry which holds oxygen in combination with 
hemoglobin in the arterial direction and carbon dioxide 
in another loose combination in the venous direction 
until it discharges from the lungs into the atmosphere 
for the trees and plants to convert it again, by the com
plex chemistry of photosynthesis, into oxygen. The life 
of man is therefore directly dependent on plants and 
animals. To attribute the simple act of awakening in 
the morning, or the physio-chemical phenomenon 

which attracts male to female-to attribute this to 
'nature' or to a natural phenomenon which someday 
we will be able to duplicate in a test tube ("just give us 
time") is like attributing a Shakespearean sonnet to 
pen and ink and paper which simply assembled vari
ous chemicals into a sonnet without a brain working 
behind the pen. Or like attributing the beauty of the 
Pyramids or the United Nations building in New York 
City to a pile of bricks and blocks which simply as
sembled themselves into the building without a brain 
to guide the assembly. 

Science and so-called higher Biblical criticism would 
have us believe that we are here because of an accident
al explosion of gases somewhere in outer space which, 
after cooling off, assembled their electrons into the 
wor1d of trees, plants, insects and man. Since the ex
perience of my forefathers was eye-witnessed at Sinai, 
it is 1nore intelJigent for me to accept this fact, than the 
ethereal conjectures of so-called men of science who 
prefer to believe in mirages of exploding gases rather 
than the eye-witnessed miracles of the Creator of the 
universe. 

I believe, not because I am a scientist, but because 
I am a Jew. And I am a Jew-because I believe. D 

"The Right to Dissent" 
An Open Letter to Ambassador Arthur Goldberg 

Dear Mr. Ambassador: 

As a Jew loyal to Torah, its teachings, and its teachers, I could not 
participate in the 40th Anniversary Dinner of the Synagogue Council of America. 
But, as a journalist, with an abiding interest in all matters of Jewish concern, 
I felt the need to observe, to listen. 

I heard ideas expressed which I could agree with, others that were 
disturbing. As an American I was proud to hear you speak in clear and 
uncompromising words of the right to dissent. THE NEW YORK TIMES properly 
saw your staten1ent as the 'story' of the evening; their report was headed, 
GOLDBERG BACKS RIGHT OF DISSENT, and the opening paragraphs read: 

Arthur J. Goldberg upheld last night the right of dissent from the Govern
ment's foreign policy and said such dissent "can only benefit" that policy. 
The United States Representative to the United Nations sahi: 
"Free debate and discussion obviously must be keynotes of that policy, 
and the right to participate in them 1nust not be limited only to voices 
that agree." 

"The prl'ce of our freedom ... includes that of criticizing our elected 
officials and of disagreeing with their policies-and I should add, those of 
our appointed officials, also." 
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Mr. Goldberg, your words rang true and clear, but they struck me as being 
in contradiction to other words spoken that evening: The chairman, in hailing 
the historic import of the dinner, noted that the bulk of the American Jewish 
religious con1n1unity was represented, except for "a fetv dissidents who want to 
rock the boat." You should know, Mr. Ambassador, that the leaders who were 
so abrupt!}' di,Hnissed as "a fett' dissidents" represent the vast 1najority of 
Orthodox rabbis and religious lay111en 1'vho are firmly con11nitted to the belief that 
the blurring of boundaries which is inherent in the structure of the Synagogue 
(,'ouncil threatens the integrity of the ]elvish people as the people of the 1'orah. 
We are not here concerned with arguing our position, nor is it our purpose to 
convert you to that position~though our heart goes out to you as a fellow Jew 
and you would be n1ost welco1ne in our can1p. But, we are here concerned with an 
attitude best described by the Hebrew word BITUL (negation), which was apparent 
at the dinner fron1 the start as evidenced by the reference to the "fett' dissidents 1vho 
1vant to rock the boat." 

The 1var in Viet-lVan1, Mr. A1nbassatlor, is a crucial issue, far above the 
political level to which it descended durinf? the recent election campaigns. You live 
1vith this problen1 during all your ivaking hours; I suspect it cuts into your 
sleeping hours as well. There are loyal An1ericans who dissent fro1n our 
governn1ent's policy out of deep concern for An1erica as 1nuch as for the suffering 
people of Viet-Na1n. This dissent is a heavy burden for you to carry; but you 
describe it as "the price of our freedon1." And you deemed it proper to leave your 
post at the United Nations to tell the An1erican people, as you have in the past, 
that the right to dissent n1ust forever be upheld in our nation, and that such 
dissent "can only benefit" our nation. 

The leaders of Orthodox Jewry tt1ho dissent from the position lvhich is 
inherent in Orthodox participation in the Synagogue Council of A 1nerica, are, 
of course, 'dissenters,' b.v definition, but they are not "felv," nor is it their desire 
to "rock the boat" lvhich carries A 1nerfr:an Jewry. They believe that the Orthodox 
n1en1hers of the scA dissent fron1 ()rthodox tradition. Surely you would not deny 
THEM the right to dissent; surely you would deem their dissent of benefit to 
An1erica11 Jewry at least in the san1e sense that dissenters fronz your governn1ent's 
policy in Viet-l\rani "can only benefit" that policy. 

You noted, Mr. Goldberg, that Jewry is lagging behind in the area of 
'ecu1nenisn1.' As one who is a daily contender in the arena of world affairs, you 
know that tt'ords can have different, even opposite nzeanings. When the word 
'den1ocracy' is spoken in the councils of the United Nations the listener n1ust be 
aware of who has spoken the ttiord if he is to understand its intended n1eaning. 
The word 'ecun1enis1n' presents just such a trap: Its n1eaning is largely dependent 
on lvho uses it. For decades it appeared only in the vocabulary of Anzerican 
l'rotestants. More recently it has been 1nore widely used by the Ro1nan Catholic 
Church. Yet, there is sharp disagreement TIETWEEN the various churches, and 
WITHIN the various churches, as to the nzeaning and the goals of 'ecunienisrn.' 
To take this word with all of its a1nbiguity, and to artificially inject it into the 
forun1 of American Jewry creates nothing but confusion. 

Mr. Anibassador, you once said that the thinf;S which unite us as Jews are 
more ifnportant than the things tvhich divide us. A reading of the history of Jewish 
martyrdom indicates the contrary. 
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DR. SAMUEL BELKIN, in accepting the honor bestowed upon him, called for a re
evaluation of "the position of the Synagogue Council in the life of the American 
Jewish conununity." Fie took exception to the characterization of the dinner by the 
press, as a symbol of "the ecumenical spirit of the contemporary .Tewish 
conununity." "We as Jev,1s" Dr. Belkin declared, "have been ecunzenical ... that 
is universalists ... fron1 our earliest beginning.,, We can understand Dr. Belkin's 
chagrin at the use of the term 'ecumenical spirit,' particularly in the light of the 
criticis1n leveled at hbn fron1 Orthodox circles. It appeared to me, that 1nuch that 
Dr. Belkin said that evening would not have been said-since his criticisn1 of 
Reform and Conservatisn1 might have been thought to be in poor taste-were it 
not for the outcry which greeted his acceptance of the SCA invitation. But 
Dr. Belkin, as a classical scholar (he earned his doctorate in that field) glossed over 
the problem of 'ecun1enls1n, in an unscholarly n1anner. He used the word in its 
original sense, fro1n the Greek OIKOUMENE, meaning: 'the inhabited world,' and 
as an adjective: universal. Whatever 'ecumenical' means TODAY it is rarely used in 
the sense in which Dr. Belkin used it. 

But, as a Jew, and as an A n1erican, I found more disturbing than a se,nantic 
error, Dr. Be/kin's statement of his philosophy as an Orthodox Jew. 

I shall define to you my philosophy as an Orthodox Jew by merely quoting 
two sentences from the Book of Leviticus from the chapter commonly called 
The Code of Holiness. 
"Thou shalt not hate thy brother In thy heart. 
Thou shalt surely rebuke thy neighor and not bear sin because of him. 
Thou shalt not take vengeance nor bear any grudge against the children of 

thy people. 
But thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself . .. " 
Mind you, think of the beauty of the juxtaposition: Thou shalt not hate thy 
kinsman in thy heart but thou shalt surely rebuke thy neighbor . .. Thou 
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. My friends, we do not hate any .Tew in our 
hearts. We love our neighbors regardless of whether they are Jews or 
non-Jews. But love without a comn1itment, without a responsibility, without 
demands it beco1nes a 1neaningless and an e1npty phrase. You cannot love 
your country without your lvillingness to fight for z'ts security and share in its 
defense. As an Orthodox Jew I have no hatred for any Jew whether he is 
observant or non-observant. I have the deepest affection for my fellow co
religionist. But when necessary lve shall at all tin1es rebuke, demand_, 
reprove and above all pleat! for a maximun1 Jewish education, for a greater 
Jewish consciousness, for better tabnud torahs. For more day schools and 
yeshivot, for 1nore Torah learning and greater Torah practice. 

But never in the spirit of hatred, vengeance or grudges, but in the spirit 
of genuine love and affection. 

Mr. Ambassador, as I listened to those words I was hurt and offended. 
It would not be within the scope of this letter to discuss all the implications 
of this statement, but it would be an injustice to let pass without comment the 
sentence: "But never in the spirit of hatred, vengeance or grudges, but in the 
spirit of genuine love and affection," an obvious reference to the Orthodox 
~dissenters.' 
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To iJnpute to outstanding Torah scholars 1notives of "hatred, vengeance or 
s;rudge" is to carry on dissent in a n1ost un-An1erican manner, apart fro1n the 
Jewish ethical considerations. 

To declare that "as an Orthodox .Tew I have no HATRED for any Jew 
1vhether he is observant or non-observant," introduces a word into the 
discussion which has not previously been used by any Orthodox group, 
regardless of the intensity of its commitment or its disapproval of the SCA. 

I pray, Mr. Ambassador that your efforts for peace for all mankind will 
be blessed. I pray too, that the hearts of all Jews will be drawn closer together 
until we reach the closeness which bound us all together when we stood 
together at Sinai. Until that time, lve need not compromise our love for all Jews, 
nor need we compromise the right to dissent. 

Reflections on the 

Most respectfully yours, 

Y AAKOV JACOBS 

Joseph Elias 

Jewish Educational Scene 
A Review of Some Recent Publications in the Field 

I 
A COLLECTION of essays on Judaism and the Jewish 
School, published by Bloch Publishing Company for 
the American Association for Jewish Education, 1 can
not but bring to mind George Bernard Shaw's barbed 
remark, "'He who can) does; he who can't, teaches," 
and so1neone 's even more cynical addition, "'and he 
who can't teach, writes books on education." As a 
teacher, I cannot very well agree that these observations 
are always true; but the book before us shows that there 
is some validity to them. 

The American Jewish educational scene, by and 
large~ is a wasteland. Vast sums of money are spent 
by a number of national agencies with imposing names, 
by local welfare funds and a large variety of different 
educational institutions, and the results have been 
utterly disappointing even to their sponsors-a stream 
"a mile wide and an inch deep," in the words of a 
prominent member of the American Jewish establish
ment. The National Study of Jewish Education, spon
sored by the American Association for Jewish Educa-

1. Judaisni and the Jewish Schools, selected essays on the 
direction and purpose of Jewish education, edited by J. Pilch 
and M. Ben-Horin (New York, 1966; Bloch Puhl. Co.). 
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tion (AAJE), reported in 1959 that the "educational 
shallowness" of American Jewish schools made a re
statement of educational objectives a critical necessity. 
Presto, yet another institution with a high-sounding 
title was set up by the AAJE-the National Curriculum 
Research Institute-and its discussions indicated the 
need for "bringing together the best available formula
tions of Jewish educational thought in America" (p. 
VIII), to this objective the present volume is dedicated. 
And what does it offer us? The same arid formulations 
by the same men who are so prominently identified with 
the failure of American Jewish education up to now. 

There are, of course, some oases in the wasteland 
described: the Yeshivas and Beth Jacob Schools, Me
sivtos and Kollelim, that have sprung up in the last 
fifty years to serve as the agencies of Torah education 
in the community. They have succeded in large measure 
in attracting, holding, and molding their students. 
Apparently, Torah educators have at least some of 
the answers to the frustrating problems of Jewish edu
cation in America. We would expect that the National 
Curriculum Research Institute, which emphasizes the 
"gravity of the situation," would be interested in the 
views of Orthodox educators, and we are not disap-
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"A perplexing question must be faced at this point: Why do 
the men heading the American Jewish educational establishment 
fail to recognize the bankruptcy of their efforts, and to draw the 
proper conclusions from it? After all, the evidence of their failure 
is known to them -- in fact, a good deal of it has emerged f ram 
their own surveys and studies," 

pointed-not totally, at least. Among the forty-five 
writers presented in the present volume, four Orthodox 
spokesmen have heen included! One could well ques
tion whether, say, the founder and headmaster of the 
Ramaz School and the author of Jewish Values for 
Modern Man should be considered the spokesmen for 
Torah education in America. But even after conceding 
this point to the editors we are left with four, just four, 
representatives of Orthodoxy. Out of nine sections one, 
out of 336 pages in this volume a total of 28 have been 
devoted to the only flourishing sector in American 
Jewish education!2 Jt almost seems as if there were 
indeed a careful division of functions: there are those 
men who staff the AAJE, the National Council for Jew
ish Education, the National Culture Foundation, the 
Bureaus of Jewish Education, and the Colleges of 
Jewish Studies, and do the philosophizing and writing 
about Jewish education-and there are those others 
who furnish Jewish education, in the true sense of the 
word, devotedly and effectively, despite the immense 
handicaps put in their way. 

A recent book on the Day School, 3 of which more 
will be said later, spells out this fact very clearly. It 
points out how the overwhelming success of the Y eshi
vah movement has changed the minds of some former 
strong opponents such as Dr. Isaac Berkson who dec
lared in 1964: "We need the intensive Orthodox Jewish 
Day Schools-the yeshivot-with their religious and 
educational intensity. We need them, realizing full well 
that many of them do not make accommodations. They 
need not make accommodations. We need their strong 
conviction and commitment. They are going to persist 
and they should persist" (quoted on pp. 161-2). But 
at the same time, the book points out the generally 
"unsympathetic attitude of the non-traditional Jewish 
educators to the Jewish Day School ... an outstanding 
proponent of the communal school idea in Jewish edu
cation, speaking on the developments in American 
Jewish education between 1940 and 1960 at the 18th 
annual pedagogic conference of the Jewish Education 
Committee of New York, held in 1960, made no men-

2. It is interesting to note that a volume, Modern Jewish 
Educational Thought, published by the Chicago College of 
Jewish Studies in 1965, contains sixteen selections, not one of 
theni /to1n an author connected with Torah education. 
3. The Jewish Day School in An1erica, by Alvin I. Schiff 
(New York, 1966; Jewish Education Committee Press, $5.00). 
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tion whatsoever of the Jewish Day School. The lack of 
acceptance of this institution by some Jewish educators 
has not always been passive ... [their] opposition has 
undoubtedly had a negative effect on organized com
munal support of all-day education. Thus the lack of 
greater financia1 assistance for the day school, in some 
cases and some measure, may be attributed to the local 
bureaus whose professional staffs often could not rec
oncile themselves to the idea of a traditional educational 
institution" (p. 207). The most glaring example of 
the lack of understanding that the establishment has 
for Y eshivah education is the recommendation of the 
AAJE that, instead of seeking Federal aid, Day Schools 
send their pupils to the public schools till 2 P.M. and 
devote the later afternoon to Hebrew studies-this from 
the agency that claims to be the national champion of 
Jewish education!4 

A PERPLEXING question must be faced at this point: 
Why do the men he2ding the American Jewish educa
tional establishment fail to recognize the bankruptcy of 
their efforts, and to draw the proper conclusions from 
it? After all, the evidence of their failure is known to 
them-in fact, a good deal of it has emerged from their 
own surveys and studies. Here are some extracts from 
the above-mentioned National Study:'" 

... how meagre is the knowledge that can be 

4. The ~inutes of the meeting of August 28, 1966, of the 
?outh Afncan Jewish Board of Deputies, contains this interestM 
1n.g and relevant report: "The question of day schools was 
discussed ~y !he World Council on Jewish Education and given 
marked pnonty. It was felt that day schools was the method to 
be empl~y.ed to make Jewish education effective in the various 
communities . ... On the other hand, the Americans prefer the 
afternoon schools. They rem-inded the conference that the 
afternoon schools had always been a very effective factor in 
Jewish education." 

I~ is remarkable-and would be funny if it were not so 
lt;td1cro~1s-that the AAJE, which represents this approach, con
siders itself the proper agency to conduct an evaluation of 
the Day School movement "under exclusive AAJE auspices in 
accorda~ce with accepted 'scientific principles' " (I. Toubin, 
Pedagogical Reporter, September 1966). As .Dr. Joseph Kami
·'!letsky's reply .Points out, the very placing of the Day School 
in t~e dock-in the face of the devastating disclosures of the 
:National Survey about Tabnud Torahs and Sundav Schools
-shflWS the prejudice of those who made the suggestion. Cer
ta1nl)". the AAJE has nei.ther impartiality, nor indeed any under
standing for the meaning of Torah education. 
4a. J~wish Education in the United States, vol. I, by A. M. 
Dushkin and U. Z. Engelman, 1959. 
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achieved by our children in Bible and Hebrew and in 
the other subiects of the curriculum, and how inade
quate is the sense of achievement of the children and 
parents (p. 217). 
Excluding the Day schools, ... probably not more 
than 25cyo of our children (receiving Jewish educa
tion) learn enough Ii ebrew to be able to begin the 
study of the Hebrew Bible, even in simplified texts 
. . . the likelihood is that the vast majority of our 
children grow up without any knowledge of Bible 
text, either in Hebrew or in English (p. 189). 
The National Study emphasizes that a majority of 

the pupils do not indicate a liking for, or enjoyment of, 
their Jewish school activities. 

It would seem that in well conducted schools the 
proportion of children who enjoy or like their studies 
and activities should be considerable higher ( p. 215). 
It would seem that the children in the Orthodox 
schoals have more positive attitudes towards their 
schools and studies than do the children in other 
schools (p. 78). 
The report emphasizes the failure of schools to re

tain their students: the average afternoon school pupil 
leaves after about three years, in two-thirds of the cases 
because of Bar Mitzvah and lack of interest of child 
and parent.4ll ln the circu1nstances it is small wonder 
that our teen-agers grow up bereft of all Jewish involve
ment. The tragic alienation of our college youth is well 
known and documented; but perhaps even more signifi
cant are the results of a survey of a rando111 sample 
drawn from 2,000 adolescent members of the Bnai 
Brith Youth Organization, youngsters--in other words 
-who have actual ties with the Jewish community. 
This survey (as reported in 1956 by JTA) questioned 
them about their interest in nine types of activities; 
among boys "Jewish content" activities took last p1acc, 
among girls 1ast but one. Jn listing corn1nunity service 
activities, the youngsters rated "soliciting pledges for 
the UJA" at the bottom of their lists. 

But there is actually no need to quote statisics; 
which can be endlessly duplicated; the realities of Jew
ish community life speak loud and clear. Why, then, is 
there no heart-searching among those who carry re
sponsibility? The answer is tragically simple: if the 
dominant groups in American Jewry, their lay leaders 
and their professionals, were to put aside their prej
.udices and rationalizatz1ons and acknowledged the 
unique power of Torah education, they would be forced 

4h. The preliminary report (1959) on the Detroit pilot study 
provides further detail: "over one-third of the .responding 
{;hildren 1iked their weekday and Sunday schools htt1e or not 
at all. ... The Orthodox seem to indicate a more intensely 
positive feeling ... " (pp. 5-6). Again, "the children in the 
-sample were discrim·inating in their attitude toward the cur
riculum . . . The children in the Orthodox subsample were 
the post positive . . ." (p.8). "Less than one-third of the 
weekday children and only 10% of the Sunday school children 
stated they would continue after Bar Mitzvah" (p. 13). 
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to draw certain further conclusions that reach far be
yond the field of education-serious doubts about the 
validity of the non-Torah approaches to Judaism and, 
ultimately, about their own personal non-Torah ways 
of life and thought. There are some individuals today 
who have reached these conclusions and have acted on 
them-but not the men who are supposed to furnish 
educational leadership for the American Jewish com
munity. They do not cling to the afternoon-school idea 
merely because, admittedly, there are large segments of 
American Jewry who are completely unprepared for 
the Yeshivah concept; they do not throw all their ef
forts into curricu]um development, textbooks and all 
other aspects of the afternoon school, merely to make 
it a stepping stone to intense and inspired Torah edu
cation. If these were their motives and guiding prin
ciples, we could muster a great deal of nnderstanding 
for their work-but, alas, they are unfortunately not at 
all willing to recognize the inescapable necessity of 
Jewish education to the Torah education. Thus, in the 
words of Avrohom lbn Ezra's Shabbos hymn, "the 
mrddservant says to the true mistress, 'no, thy son is 
dead and mine liveth'." The living lesson offered by 
American Torah education is rejected while educators 
cling to decrepit formulae so admirably classified in 
Judaism and the Jewish Sch,,ol: Communal-Hebraic
Progrcssive, Hebraic-Essentialist, Cultural-Progressive, 
Yiddish-Progressive, (~on1munal-Hcbraic-R.econstruc
tionist, Conservative, Reform. Truly, as the Prophet 
has it, "they have forsaken me, the well of fresh water, 
to dig for themselves broken cisterns that do not hold 
the water." 

The adherence to the pseudo-scientific formulae of 
some of the modern social scientists and the disregard 
for the living essence of the People of the Torah, as 
it is revealed in its history, is shown in the excessive 
preoccupation with the minutiae of educational tech
niques which pervades so many current Jewish educa
tional publications. More significant still, even when 
efforts are made to explore our past, they do not pen
etrate to its real meaning but remain concerned with 
externals and remain unproductive. The Jewish Educa
tion Committee of New York found it appropriate 
recently to republish The Jewish School, an Introduc
fion to the History of Jewish Education. 5 The entire 
volnme reflects the author's evolutionary approach to 
Judaism, his acceptance of the theories of multiple 
composition of the Chumash, and of the Pharisees as 
the innovators of the Oral Law. Thus he declares: "The 
paradise story ... reflects the mood of an age, in the 
remote past, when education, learning of any kind 
beyond that needed in the simple life of the primitive 
peasant, was regarded as suspect, even harmful" (p. 7). 
And Dr. Morris informs the reader-presumably a 

5. By Dr. N. Morris (New York, 1964; J.E.C. Press, $3.50), 
originally issued in London in 1937. 
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future Hebrew teacher-that in early biblical times 
"the greater the [father's] love, the more acceptable 
the r child] sacrifice and the more efficacious in gaining 
the favor ... of some powerful but cruel god. This is 
the implication of the well-known story of the Binding 
of Isaac. His escape in the nick of time was, it would 
seem, at least partly due to the eircumstauce of his 
being an only son" (p. 208, my italics). 

WITH SUCH AN APPROACH to the Chumash, which com
pletely negates its divinity and spiritual message, Dr. 
Morris obviously cannot discern in Jewish history and 
traditions the profound inner spark which has given 
them vitality. His elaborate and comprehensive survey 
of Talmudic references to Jewish education thus re
mains at best a competent dissection of a corpse. Given 
the author's premises, his book becomes of mere an
tiquarian concern; we may be interested in learning 
something about the ancient manner of memorizing 
or translating, and we may even admire some of the 
old techniques, but we will not be able to gain a deeper 
understanding of Jewish education for our age. In his 
introduction, Dr. Morris expresses his view that "the 
survival of the Jew under conditions of unparalleled 
adversity" is neither a riddle nor a mystery but "mainly 
the result of a successful system of education" (p. 
xxvr). I am afraid that the reader of his book, while 
he may be impressed with a few features of ancient 
Jewish education, will hardly understand how it could 
account for Jewish survival. What gave Jewish educa
tion its meaning and impact was the very point the 
anti-traditional educator fails to understand: the re
velation and acceptance of the Torah at Sinai, and the 
tlaily reliving of this overpowering experience by the 
child-" It is ultimately this experience which furnishes 
the Jew with a basis for integrating his self with the 
forces which he encounters in the world, intellectually 
as well as psychically, through committment to the 
will of G-d, who is at the same time his Father and the 
Master of the universe. 

II 

IT JS IMPORTANT TO BE very emphatic about this point, 
for it marks the difference between the Jiving force of 
Torah education and the ineffective surrogates offered 
in its place-neither curriculum, nor methods, nor 1an
guage of instruction, nor even a day-school-type prog
ram make the difference per se. This is not to belittle 
the importance of these and other factors-but they 
are only meaningful in the context of a full commitment 
to G-d and Torah. This has not always been clearly 
understood, even in traditional circles. Because the Day 

6. Compare the Talmudic passage (Kiddusliin, 30a) which 
likens the instruction of one's children to a daily renewed 
"standing at Sinai," and the Talmudic injunction that the 
Torah must be studied in the same spirit of awe, fear and 
trembling, in which it was received at Sinai. (Berachos, 22a) 
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School is obviously the only school fOrm permitting 
maximal Torah study; because most day schools have 
been created under Torah auspices; and because Or
thodoxy has had to carry on the battle for recognition 
of the day schools, there has been a tendency unthink
ingly to identify the progress of the Day School move
ment with the progress of Torah education. This is un
fortunately not correct; there can be, and unfortunately 
are, institutions which are patterned on the Day School 
model and yet lack the spirit and orientation which 
characterize the living Torah institution. For illustration, 
we need only turn once more to Dr. Alvin Schiffs sur
vey of the Day School in America. 

lt is an extremely well-written work, containing a 
wealth of information never before assembled in one 
place. Anybody concerned with the Day School in its 
educational, fiscal, or communal aspects, will find this 
book of great value. At the same time, it has limitations. 
Most of these seem to me to stem from the fact that 
the author's associations have been essentially with 
Yeshiva University and with the Jewish Education 
Committee which published the book.' But more serious 
than any of these shortcomings, important though it is 
to note them, is the author's treatment of the Day 
Schools as essentially one movement. He distinguishes 
the various types. ranging all the way fron1 Chassidic 
to Solomon Schechter schools, but they all share in 
the accolade given to the Day School cause as "the 
surest method of insuring An1erican Jewry's creative 
continuity" (p. 249). He notes the spread of the Con
servative day schools-and the increasing agitation for 
Reform schools-and poses the fiscal and enrolment 

7. Dr. Schiff is more than explicit about the contributions of 
these institutions to the Day School cause. but does not d0> 
justice to the uniqueness of the role played by, say, Rabbi: 
J\1endlowitz and his followers, by the Torah Vodaath network 
uf institutions, or by Lakewood and its five satellite Mesivtos; 
none ?f these are dealt with correctly and adequately. 'fhis 
may ~1m-ply be the result of the author's being insufficiently 
acqu.a1nted with the wider yeshiva scene (thus, for example, 
he lists as a recently founded teacher training institution the 
Esther Schonfeld Teachers Seminary. which is associated with 
~he JEC, but does not seem to know about the Yavneh .Seminary 
1n Clevel.and .and the Rika Breuer Seminary in New York). 
More serious is the way in which the author's associations have 
affected his approach to basic Day School issues. He hedges 
on t~e c;rucial questi~n of Federal Aid; while choosing to 
remain silent on the violent and destn1ctive opposition of the 
~AJE (~f which the .JEC is a constituent agency), he gives the 
impression that Orthodoxy is profoundly divided on the issue, 
nnd concludes that greater help by Jewish Welfare Funds is 
the best solution--as if this were a solution generally agreed 
to be prefcrrable. On the role of the .JEC in the J)ay School 
mo~ement he gives the impression that "forah Umesorah works 
na11onally while the .rr::c is the accepted local agency for New 
York. schools, and he mentions only one instance of a Yeshiva 
refusing lo cooperate with the Jtc on ideological grounds· the 
profoun_d i9eological reservations existing in <lCtual fact have 
been h1ghlighted-presumably since Dr. Schiff's manuscript 
"was ~otnpleted-by the formal decision of n1ost New York 
Yeshivas. to be represented even locally in all matters except 
the ongo1n~ l!Jnch program only by Torah Umesorah and not 
the .JEC. S1n1i!arly, the book contains no reference to Torah 
Umesorah's teacher licensing system, which is not recognized 
by the JEC. 
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problems of competing schools in small communities. 
But obviously there is more involved here than just 
technical problems. There is a vital need for drawing 
a clear distinction between Torah institutions on one 
hand and schools, on the other hand, which merely 
represent a more effective propagation of futile ap
proaches. Jn surveying the Day School scene, we cannot 
Jump all day schools together, and assess in general 
terms their achievements. We must distinguish between 
unconunitted schools and Orthodox schools-and we 
even have to distinguish, among the latter, between 
those which see themselves specifically as Yeshivas 
and Beth Jacob schools, and those which prefer to be 
just Day Schools. 

The differences between these groups may outwardly 
seem minute; but, in our quest to penetrate behind 
formulae and externals to the inner spirit of our educa
tional institutions, we can discern the fine points in 
which these schools differ from one another-and the 
profound educational consequences that follow from 
them. What are the characteristics of Yeshiva educa
tion? Some years ago 1 tried to define them in The 
Jewish Parent (June, 1965) in this manner: 

It is vital that we imbue our pupils with a feeling 
for the sanctity of Torah study and for our obligation 
never to stop studying; it is vital that ... we stress 
the centrality of religious experience and practice 
for the Jew, and the demands they make on him; it 
is vital that we teach a pattern of life based whole
heartedly on the religious directives of the Shulchan 
Aruch, and show their applicability to modern life. 

Our basic premises have ruled out a pallid pattern 
of education where every social and educational 
technique of the public schools is indiscriminately 
imitated; where the persona] convictions and conduct 
of teachers is in conflict with their own teachings; 
where facile Hebrew self-expression is considered 
more important than the content of Torah study; 
where the Talmud becomes a plaything for coeduca
tional classes; where there is a failure to prepare 
either the boys or the girls for the particular mission 
that the Torah assigns to them within a truly Jewish 
society; where not only coeducation but dancing, 
dating and all the other social mores of our time arc 
the accepted rule. 
These practices are naturally wrong because they 

are deviations from the way of the Torah. Moreover, 
even from a purely practical viewpoint, it is only those 
schools abiding by the true standards of Torah educa
tion which can really inspire our youngsters, make the 
experience of Sinai come alive again for them, and 
thns vouchsafe the future of our people. To these 
schools-and to these schools alone--can the eloquent 
words of Dr. Berkson, quoted above, truly be applied. 
YET A SURVEY of the American Jewish educatioual 
scene cannot really conclude on this note. We must 
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not give the impression, to onrselves or to others, that 
within our bailiwick everything is fine. Possession of 
the correct forn1ula for Jewish education does not 
automatically assure its actual realization. The truth is 
that, while we may be clear about the ideal to be 
pursued, we are still far from having attained it-de
spite the successes we have had. I do not only think 
of all the children that we ought to have drawn into 
our institutions, and whom we have not reached. I 
do not only refer to all the day schools which, by 
guidance and perseverance, we could have turned into 
dynamic Yeshivas and Beth Jacob Schools, and which 
meanwhile proceed on their old uninspired and un
inspiring course. I mean, above all, the shortcomings 
within our own schools which deserve constant scrutiny. 

Do our teachers have the personal relationship with 
their pupils that is a necessary condition of successful 
guidance? Do we pay them in such a manner that they 
do not have to be overburdened by the search for side 
income and can concentrate on their task? Do we 
accord them the status and respect which they must 
have in the eyes of both parents and students? 

Do our principals have the time and free hand to 
concentrate on teacher guidance, school supervision, 
and curriculum development? Do we provide differen
tial curricula for the gifted, and for those slower learn
ers who, under 'normal' circumstances, will emerge 
from their school career without any significant gain 
in evidence? 

What do we do about the spirit of our institutions? 
Do we provide those all-important functions like Min
yan, Mishmar, etc. which fix the character of a Yeshiva? 
Do we provide opportunities for the students, on Shab
bos, Y om Tov and also at other times, to express 
themselves in appropriate Torah activities? Do our 
General Studies departments exist in splendid and 
competitive isolation, or are they taken under the wings 
of the Torah spirit which must be the central force in 
a Torah institution? Do we guide our students to spend 
their summers in pursuit rather than in contravention 
of the Torah principles which we preach throngh the 
school year? 

Many more related questions could be posed, to 
highlight the many areas in which our institutions may 
be vulnerable. A good many of the weaknesses that 
it needs no study to reveal, are the result of the intol
erable lack of money that afflicts our schools, or of 
the lack of time and peace of mind of our administra
tors, in consequence of the perennial financial crises. 
But there are also areas which depend exclusively upon 
our clearsighted understanding of the real meaning of 
Torah education. We can deem ourselves fortunate 
indeed that we perceive this real meaning, instead of 
being misled by superficial substitute approaches; but 
this very knowledge imposes upon us a heavier re
sponsibility to act upon it with forcefulness and dedi
cation. O 
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JI :£eller lo the Editor 

TO THE EDITOR: I have had the privilege of being a 
congregant of Rabbi Shelomoh Danziger. Thus I came 
to appreciate his ]earning, [r.tnd] cogent reasoning ... 
Accordingly, I regret that he has not read my own 
words with the sensitivity or accuracy that I feel w©uld 
do justice to them. However, nothing that I say here 
should obscure my appreciation for him, for his taking 
my words seriously and for 'defending' the tradition
even if, in this case, I think he has pegged me wrong. 
Moreover, I hope this exchange will start a process 
of dialogue and clarification which will strengthen 
Orthodox thinking. 

MY COMMENTS on halachic process and halachic change 
are predicated on the same structure of Torah She B' al 
Peh that is described by Rabbi Danziger. Yet while 
attacking my views vigorously, he concedes, in essence, 
what I said. He speaks of definition and application, 
of the body of revealed Halocha. I quote him: "The 
crucial point is definition and application, not to be 
confused with subjective interpretation." But this is 
words: All definition and application is a form of 
interpretation. (What is the crucial element in a case? 
What is the foreground and what background? What 
is the salient feature found in both and what are the 
differences which count in deciding whether our new 
case is the same as the old). Rabbi Danziger completes 
his admission by conceding that since it is carried out 
by human minds "subjectivity may sometime enter the 
scene." Clearly Rabbi Danziger recognizes what I do: 
the operation of Halocha in history and in changing 
circumstances. But by rhetoric he refutes my views 
while in essence conceding them. Rabbi Danziger and 
I would probably differ on the extent of subjectivity 
(as do the writings of, for example, Reb Yisroel 
Salanter and the Chafetz Chaim) but as he concedes, 
this is the prerogative of the Gedolim as long as they 
"scrupulously avoid conscious distortion." This is all 
that I speak of when I say that halachic change can 
only take place as "the result of deliberate consideration 
of the Gedolim." Naturally this means that Gedolim 
will not distort or twist Halocha-that is why I insist 
that Gedolim alone can handle this matter. 

If anything it is Rabbi Danziger who reduces the 
classic halachic tradition when he states that my defini
tion of halachic change including "expansion, adapta
tion, changes in strategy, as well as re-evaluation of 
halachos" is not compatible with Orthodox theories. 
All these can be illustrated in actual halochos. I also 
think he obscures how much the decisions of Chazal 
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and Rishonim reflect the goals and value judgments 
which they saw in Torah. Thus 'expansion' is the entire 
record of Torah She B'al Peh (cf. the Rambam's 
Hakd&moh to Seder Zeraim. It is noteworthy that 
Rambam's hakdomoh uses the term sevoroh to describe 
the derivation of the expanded laws.) 'Adaptation' can 
be illustrated by such cases as heter iska, mechiras 
chametz, prosboul, chereni d'Rabeinu Gershom, the 
Geonic permission for the wife to force an immediate 
divorce (to prevent the multiplication of mamzerim 
if she is kept betwixt and between, say the Rishonim!) 
-all these keep Halocha properly functioning in chang
ing economic or social circumstances; 'changes in strat
egy' can be seen in the expansion of the role of the 
Bais Haknesses and the 'active' form of prayer, partic
ularly after the shattering tragedy of the destruction 
of the Rais Hamikdosh with its more sacramental tone; 
're-evaluation of halochos' is exemplified in the Geonic 
ruling that heirs are obligated to pay parents' debts even 
from metaltalin (movable property) although the Tal
mud excuses them from such payments; the changing 
use of imprisonment if a debtor tries to evade payment, 
or the question of sending away a wife after ten years 
of barren marriage, or the Israeli Rabbinate's attempt 
to give the mother priority in custody of children in a 
divorce. (Needless to say, these examples are chosen 
at random. One could compile a list of all four catego
ries of change as long as Rabbi Danziger's article.) 
And all this is not to mention the extraordinary range 
of interpretation of the meaning, purpose and function 
of halochos (laamei hamitzvos) which has marked our 
tradition. Clearly, all these halochos and understandings 
are not outside of the halachic process or the classic 
tradition. 

IT Is APPARENTLY Rabbi Danziger's contention that 
Halocha cannot be involved in the areas of social and 
political reality as they unfold in history. Here he 
confuses the idea that Torah She B' al Peh is a late 
innovation of the Perushim-which he correctly rejects 
-with the idea that Halocha cannot deal with later 
11istorical phenomena-which is incorrect. In today's 
changed world, his view would leave Halocha totally 
out of the major areas of human work and relationships 
(except the private area). It would result in Halocha 
as an intellectual abstraction divorced from life. The 
historical experience areas he c1aims can be covered 
only by Hashkofo. Many areas are best left to Hashkofo 
(although our leadership has done precious little in this 
aspect). But his theory can lead to strange results. 
Thus he states the demand to apply the classical ha-
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Jachic process to "areas of qualitative modern experi
ence and broader thought and value issues [war, pov
erty, civil rights, welfare capitalism and manufacture 
control]-! quote him-"can consistently be made only 
in line with non-Orthodox theories of substantive, post
Sinaitic halachic creation." Well, everyone of these 
categories whose treatment Rabbi Danziger finds in
compatible with Orthodox Halocha has been dealt witb 
halachically in the tradition. In Hilclws Melachim (es
pecially chapters 5-6), Rambam deals with halaehie 
definitions of types of wars and the prescription of 
methods legitimate to each type of war. In Hilchos 
Matnm Aneeyim (especially chapters 7-10) he deals 
with poverty and society's obligations toward the poor 
-including that classic of anti-poverty directives: the 
eight degrees of charity. As for 'qualitative modern 
experiences,' there are halochos that regulate the type 
of approaches and endearments one may use to one's 
wife. And 'manufacture coutrol' is exemplified in laws 
of onaah (legitimate profit margins) and the restrictions 
on building tanneries in a residential neighborhood. I 
could go on and on but the basic point is clear. The 
shifting social, economic and political fran1ework of 
Jewish existence has brought with it, classically, hala
chic attempts to deal with the new conditions. The 
J'oskim sought to realize the goals of the Torah and 
to this end the Halocha was properly, flexibly extended 
and directed to deal with reality. I am struck by the 
irony that some contemporary 'Orthodox' conceptions 
of Halocha have become so restrictive and over-static 
(as a defensive reaction to recent times attacks on 
Halocha) that they end up overlooking or obliterating 
the actual magnificent record of its history. But is it 
not a reductio ad absurdum if Hillel is made to look 
like Louis Finkelstein and the Rambam like Frankel 
and Weiss? I take my stand with the tradition in its 
richest and most effective way as a living force in actual 
history. Perhaps the best summary of my position would 
be: [Many Orthodox err in thinking that] "What ac
tually is eternal, progressive development was [is] a 
static mechanism and the inner significance thereof 
as extra-mundane dream worlds." These are the words 
of Samson Raphael Hirsch in The Nineteen Letters (p. 
122). In Hirsch's words, I seek to avoid being a mem
ber of the party "which bears it [Judaism] as a sacred 
relic, as a revered mummy, and fears to awaken its 
spirit" and of the party which is "filled with noble 
enthusiasm for the welfare of the Jews, but they look 
upon Judaism as a lifeless framework ... they seek 
its spirit and find it not, and are in danger with all 
their efforts to help the Jew, of severing the last life
nerve of Judaism out of sheer ignorance" (ibid., pp. 
126-7). Hirsch states that "these two opposing elements 
arc alike in the one great respect, that they are both 
in the wrong." 

RABBI DANZIGER's treatment of my views on Revelation 
is, I believe, regretably polemic. He imputes Biblical 
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Critical views to me by two crucial misreadings of my 
words out of context. He quotes me as saying: "There 
is nothing [Danziger's italics] in Professor Pctuchowski's 
words that I felt could not be fully acceptable to Or
thodoxy as it will look after going through the modern 
experience ... " (Rabbi Danziger quotes this sentence 
three times to associate me with dangerous views.) In 
fact, I endorsed only one specific aspect of Prof. Pet
uchowski's-his call that if men are willing to accept 
Halocha as the divine commandment, that we not judge 
their observance by quantitative criteria. To this I said: 

"Here I would agree with Professor Petuchowski 
that, were Orthodoxy to stop measuring Tzitzit both 
rvithin as well as without its ranks, more people 
~ould be reconciled to the Tradition [my italics]. 
There is nothing in Professor Petuchowski's 
words [on quantitative criteria] that I felt could not 
be fully acceptable to Orthodoxy-as it will look 
after going through the modern experience, and 
possibly even now within many circles of Orthodoxy. 
It is a matter of degree at that point whether a person 
keeps part or all of the mitzvot." 
Even this agree1nent of mine does not represent 

surrender of any of the claims of any mitzvos but a 
recognition found in the tradition that, as 1nodcrns 
have particularly stressed, the best exhortation (and 
the way best calculated to raise observance) is example 
and personal contact rather than judgemental measure
ments or denunciation. Thus "after going through the 
modern experience," we would instinctively testify by 
doing all the mitzvos rather than by criticizing those who 
don't. Similarly, Rabbi Danziger implies that my words 
"as it [Orthodoxy] will look after going through the 
modern experience" mean-after we accept Bible criti
cism. But I specifically defined "going through the mod
ern experience" in 1ny text not as Bible Criticism, but 
"the renewal of the process of imbuing the contem
porary experience with religious impact by applying 
religious values and practices to a1l areas of secular 
life." And, this includes, I said, making it crystal clear 
that Orthodoxy's "affirmations do not proceed from 
being in a cultural backwater or because Orthodoxy 
docs not yet recognize the problems which have been 
raised." (Judaism, vol. 15, No. 2, p. 138). I sincerely 
believe that Rabbi Danziger's misreadings were un
intentional but they vitiate much of his comments. 
Moreover, I believe he has a grave moral responsibility 
to make clear his error lest the doubts he has raised 
by these quotes linger. 

LET ME STATE that my words on Revelation were de
liberately general because I believe that we need much 
more scholarship if we are to speak in more than gen
eralities. As I put it in an address at the Yeshiva Uni
versity Rabbinic Alumni convention in Oct. 1965 (long 
before my interviews in Commentator) "Of course, if 
we are Orthodox Jews, we believe in Torah Min Ha-
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shamayim. The real issue is, do we want to spell out 
what we mean by Torah Min Hashamayim? Are we 
willing to deal with the concrete problems posed by 
the fact that there may be a parallel in Babylonian 
literature to Tanach? But, I added, "instead of trying 
to deal with this honestly; instead of investing in our 
Yeshivot intellectually; instead of trying to invest in 
a Bible Department and in a student of the Bible who 
will be capable of carrying out a serious, concrete ex
position of the problcn1s and facing up to them, we 
continue to publish affirmations." I appreciate Rabbi 
Danziger's comment that the answer to the parallel is 
"because at the time of Mattan Torah G-d REVEALED 
to us how the temporal Semitic context was to be 
accepted, modified, rejected or bypassed." I too think 
this is a highly promising approach to the resolution. 
But to my knowledge a number of Roshei Y eshivos 
reject this. Indeed, it appears to me that Rav Aharon 
Kotler's talk to the yeshiva n1echanchin1 on the A vos, 
by implication, seems to rule out his approach. (This 
ls why I spoke as neutrally as possible in saying that 
Revelation "may be" [my italics] less external etc.) 
But does this mean that Rabbi Danziger is guilty of 
heresy? 

I personally believe that we don't even have one 
serious full length study of what traditional thinkers 
thought Torah Min Hashamayim meant concretely 
throughout history. Nor do I know what modern schol
arship will look like after religious scholars work 
through it. But we certainly need a lot of work in this 
area. "Who has not heard of the Code of Hammurabi" 
asks Rabbi Danziger and thereby implies that I must 
be driving at terrible heresies. ff by 'heard' he means: 
takes it seriously into account, then the answer to Rabbi 
Danziger's question is: probably not most of the Gedo
lim of our time. Moreover, there are a host of other 
items needing scholarship, to wit; supposed contra
dictions in the text, city, place, names or dates which 
arc allegedly inaccurate or anachronistic, the whole 
problem of the history and development of ideas, etc. 
There is no need to look for heresy to explain my call 
for such scholarship Until we provide such scholarship, 
we shall be intellectually irrelevant in this area because 
people think that our affirmations stem from ignorance 
of the problems. Rabbi Danziger implies 'rashness' and 
use of non-Orthodox criteria in my call for non-apol
ogetic studies. But at least one Rosh Yeshiva whom I 
deeply respect said in response to my interview that 
Orthodox students or scholars should never be exposed 
to Bible criticism lest they go astray. To this I replied 
"Nor need we block such scholarship from encountering 
the thesis of contemporary scholarship and evidence." 
This has nothing to do with rashness or apikorsik 
assumptions in Torah study for our scho]ars. 

UT ME CONCLUDE by saying that Rabbi Danziger and 
I are operating from different visions of the current 
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situation. He feels that the assimilation of authentic 
Orthodoxy is the most present danger. I feel that for 
all such dangers, the fact is that Orthodoxy has made 
its stand. Its survival is now recognized as beyond 
question even by groups that bailed its 'demise' only 
decades ago. A new situation is emerging. The shatter
ing events of our time and the recognition of the failures 
of modernism have opened up exciting opportunities for 
authentic Judaism--if we can be worthy of our oppor
tunity. We have proven that we can stand fast and say 
no to the excessive claims of modernity. People are 
now willing to listen to us. The question now is: can 
we excercise leadership; can we enter into and sanctify 
every aspect of life; can we reconcile to the Tradition 
and save masses of Jews who face assimilation and 
extinction unless led back constructively? We must shift 
gears from defensive denial and self-justification to a 
search for a "rich and complex understanding of the 
classic ha1achic tradition," a searching self-criticism and 
new n1edia of reaching out and restating our message. 
Our self-criticism should stem from the recognition 
that if we have been ineffective with others and with 
ourselves it was because of the shallowness of our 
understanding of the Torah. We are small and fallible 
and the Torah is great. To this end, too, I am searching 
for what I would call tentatively 'continuum concepts' 
or 'conveyor concepts.' These are concepts which are 
many-layered so that they reach out and speak even 
to someone on the margin who understands it at his 
level. Then as he deepens his study, he is led-as by 
a conveyor-through new layers of meaning into the 
heart of the tradition. In short, such concepts would 
be paths of teshuva in our time. One such term is the 
convenant idea-which is neither tenuous nor shadowy 
nor a way of sidestepping Torah Min Hashamayim, 
as Rahbi Danziger implied. It is precisely the affirma
tion of the Torah that the infinite G-d-who is ultimate
ly beyond our comprehension, praise, or help-never
theless in his infinite chessed, chooses to enter into 
covenantal relationship with us (Man) who by com
parison to Him are puny, imperfect often wilful. It is 
this miraculous fact which underlies His giving Torah 
Min Hashamayiln, His commanding us and His cove
nant in which He too is committed. (Conceivahly, He 
might have created the world yet not cared for it or 
given Revelation to it. There might have been a Torah 
Min Hashamayim in which He commanded us without 
committing Himself.) Once he understands the Halocha 
as the terms of the covenant, the religious person's 
observance is deepened and related to G-d in all ways. 
At the same time, a marginal Jew may be caught by 
the awareness of covenant-even in a non-Orthodox 
manner. As he is drawn into it, he comes to see that 
at least some part of the Halocha is the expression of 
this covenant. (This is the stage that Petuchowski and 
many like him have reached.) As he deepens farther, 
he will come to realize that, if so, any Halocha may be 
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the expression of the covenant. (One or two Reform 
thinkers have already conceded this.) From there, the 
step to the heart of ·Torah is clear and close ... 

MY ANALYSIS of where we stand today leads me to look 
for a language and terminology that is mekarev recho
kim even as its depths and meaning would enrich those 
deepest in the tradition. Rabbi Danziger seems to insist 
on a language which would be merachek even kerovitn. 
This is his privilege but I do not think that he can 
exclude not only those who disagree with his content 
but even those who would put things in their language 
rather than his. 

l CAN NOT REPLY to Rabbi Danziger's views on sep
aratism or his implied attitude toward other Jews. I 
could not do justice to my alternative in the space of 
a letter. He is entitled to his view which calls for the 
path of self-enclosure m1d erection of maximum fences. 
I believe it is no less authentic to go with the path of 
seeking maximum closeness and inclusiveness toward 
the rest of Israel. When G-d offered Moshe Rabeinu 
a way whereby the Torah would be preserved through 
Moshe while the rest of sinful Israel would be consigned 
to extinction, Moshe rejected this. He went so far as 
to say: blot me out from your book bnt save Israel. 
In effect, Rabbi Danziger is saying that the same offer 
is being made to ns-but he believes we should accept 
it with relish. Indeed, he seeks to prevent any solution 
other than this. 

Finally, Rabbi Danziger speaks of Orthodox Mod
ernists. Here is where he really fails to read me. The 
n1odernist assumes that modern culture is normative 
and that Torah must be cut to its measure. I reject 
this and am a severe critic of modern culture (and of 
aspects of 'Modern Orthodoxy'-a term which I de-
1est). I do not believe, however, that Eastern Europe 
had the full range of the tradition. And I do believe 
that there are aspects of our classic tradition which we 
have neglected, underutilized or even trampled, which 
certain valid insights of modern cultnre recall us to or 
even open up prospects of deepening. The current 
1situation offers new media and opportunities for the 
flowering of Torah and an expansion of its influence 
nnprecedented in history. It is not a question of dilution 
or selling out but of enriching our understanding of 
the tradition and recovering its full range. And, as I 
said in the Symposium on Religious Unity: we must 
go through the modern experience. This means, I said: 
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I am not speaking of Kulot, or of dismantling the 
law. Still less am I calling for uncritical acceptance 
of the categories of modern thonght. 1f anything 
there is a need for more mitzvot. There is a need 
for the renewal of the process of imbuing the con
temporary experience with religious import by apply
ing religious values and practices to all areas of 
secular life. Bnt this can only be done when Ortho-

doxy works throngh, in depth, the modern experience 
so that it speaks to this generation and in it. There 
is not a single affirmation or mitzva that it must 
a priori snrrender. [This is contra Mordecai Kaplan 
who claims that the modern temper and naturalistic 
categories rule out a Personal G-d or ata bechartanu 
etc.] If men remain open and ready to hear, the 
voice of G-d may speak from anywhere. But it must 
be crystal clear that such affirmations do not proceed 
from being in a cultural backwater or because Or
thodoxy does not yet recognize the problems which 
have been raised. (Judaism, op. cit., p. 138) 

I believe that the influence of Torah and the Yeshiva 
world (and their religious effectiveness) will be mul
tiplied a hundred-fold when we master our fears and 
face up to the problems and challenges we are en
countering-and it shonld be done in a spirit of humil
ity and Ahavas Yisroel. Nor are the sources for this 
approach to be found in "Karl Barth and Paul Tillich 
or Martin Buber." If I may say so, I have read very 
little of Karl Barth and Panl Tillich and only a moder
ate amount of Buber. The major influences on my 
thought in addition to the classic sources of Tanach, 
Talmud and Halocha were Reb Yisroel Salanter (and 
some of his 3rd-generation disciples): Rav Kuk and 
yibadel lichayim, Rav J. B. Soloveichick. (Needless 
to say, none of these men is to be held responsible for 
my interpretations or errors-if such they are). Here 
Rabbi Danziger's appeal to labels is misplaced and 
hardly compatible with his expressed agreement that 
"ideas should be judged on their merits rather than by 
their labels." I think the key is a willingness lekabayl 
es ha-emes mi-mi she-amro. We should seek not to 
proscribe or to semantically refute but to try to make 
ourselves worthy of being the merkavah for the 
Ribbono Shel Olam in our time. 

DR. IRVING GREENBERG 

llulbor's Beply 
RABBI DANZIGE'R REPLIES: Dr. Greenberg has referred 
to my relationship with him. Let me. therefore, similarly 
express at this point my appreciation of his middos 
tovos and his humility, which mark all his personal 
dealings. I also appreciate his wide reading and his 
sincerity in promoting a program of renewal for Juda
ism, a program which he considers beneficial. An 
extended exchange such as ours almost inexorably 
engenders overtones of sharpness regarding, not only 
the divergent views, but also the persons representing 
these views. Let me hasten to reassure Dr. Greenberg, 
as I have already done verbally, that I understand the 
inevitability of such overtones in his letter. I hope that 
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he too will understand my present remarks the same 
way. For, indeed, we do not want men of Dr. Green
berg's stature to become alienated from the mainstream 
of Orthodox tradition. We want him with us, not against 
us. 

Yet, many of us arc alarmed by his radical proposals, 
which, if unchecked, would incline toward non-Ortho
dox concepts and practices. Despite his humility bein 
adam lachavero and his acknowledgement of the role 
of our Gedolim, he has on n1any occasions and in 1nany 
places assumed the role of making radical pronounce
ments on fundamental matters of emunah and practice. 
Therefore, my article was, Jet it be remembered, not 
an offensive attack, but rather a defensive response to 
his initiative, to his pronouncements. 

WITH REGARD to Dr. Greenberg's letter, I regret to say 
that it changes very little. The clarification of issues 
must be based upon precision of language and logical 
argument; it will not result from homiletic or rhetorical 
approaches. 

For example, the crux of the issue between us con
cerning the nature of Torah She B'al Peh and its appli
cation in successive generations is contained in my 
sentence, which Dr. Greenberg quotes: "The crucial 
point is conscientious definition and application, not to 
be confused with subjective interpretation." (Jn quoting 
me, Dr. Greenberg omitted the word "conscientious.") 
Dr. Greenberg says: "But this is words. All definition 
and application is a form of interpretation." Obviously, 
then, Dr. Greenberg refuses to see the difference, which 
is really fundamental. 

Webster's Third New International Dictionary defines 
JNTERPRET as: 

I. To explain or tell the meaning of. 
2. To understand and appreciate in the light of 

individual be1ief, judgment, interest, or circum
stance. 

There is a great difference between these two defini
tions. To give an exampJe from American Constitutional 
Law, the first definition is that of strict construction. 
The strict constructionist wants only "to explain or tell 
the meaning of" the Constitution according to the 
objective definition of its legal categories. The loose 
constructionist, on the other hand, wants to understand 
the Constitution in the light of the best interest of the 
nation in its changed circumstances. The legal text of 
the Constitution becomes almost a pretext for new 
legislation. 

The more candid of our experts admit that the law 
is not interpreted in sense 1 of Webster's International 
Dictionary, but rather in sense 2, in the light of the 
interest and circumstance of the nation. They see 
nothing wrong in this, because constitutional law is 
not sacred; it is merely a useful instrument in the 
service of society. 
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In the words of one writer, the Constitution "is of 
secondary importance; it is the instrument employed 
in the process. As a result, the Supreme Court assumes 
a legislative function." Or as another has written, "The 
life of the law ... is not logic, but experience. Consti
tional law is not a matter for categories." This is in 
contrast to those who view the Constitution as "re
ceived law ... fundamental, absolute, and immutable." 

But G-d's revealed Written-Oral Tor ah in all its 
halachic detail is obviously a different matter entirely. 
It must be defined and applied objectively and strictly, 
according to the rigorous logic of legal categories, for 
it is the received law of G-d-sacred, fundamental, ab
solute and immutable. There is no room here for loose, 
bold, subjective interpretation in the light of best in
terests and circumstances. This must be consciously 
and conscientiously and rigorously avoided. Only when 
there enters into the decisions some element of uncon
scious subjectivity on the part of the human Torah 
authorities, despite their most conscientious efforts to 
avoid such subjectivity, only then does the Torah 
tolerate such human imperfection. 

In equating the concepts 'definition' and 'interpreta
tion,' Dr. Greenberg opens the door to the deliberate 
injection of human elements and, in effect, permits 
legislation by interpretation-something completely 
contrary to Torah. (Naturally, the foregoing does not 
apply to the rabbinical gezeros and takanos which the 
Torah authorized. In certain areas and according to 
certain rules those who are invested with the required 
authority can decree gezeros and takanos in accordance 
with the circumstances of successive generations. These 
devices are limited by the Torah in scope to only certain 
areas. They are also limited to certain rules of applica
tion. In all the foregoing discussion, the insistence on 
the objective definition and application of legal cate
gories refers, not to the issuance of gezeros and takanos, 
but to the definition and application of the main corpus 
of the revealed Halocha-the revealed law.) 

Of course, to an apikoros like Isaac Hirsch Weiss: 
"Tradition [i.e., Halachah-s.n.] is ... the history of 
interpretation of the Scriptures, which [interpretation] 
was constantly liable to variation, not on grounds of 
philology, but through the subjective notions of suc
cessive generations regarding religion and the method 
and scope of its application" (Studies in Judaism by 
Solomon Schechter, First Series, p. 183). Weiss could 
accept loose subjective interpretation, because he denied 
Sinaitic revelation of the legal categories of the received 
Halocha in the first place. To quote Schechter again: 
"Weiss does not consider even the Halachah as having 
come down from heaven, ready-made, and definitely 
fixed for all time" (ibid.) This is what I meant when 
I wrote that Dr. Greenberg's demand for "a thorough 
re-examination of the Shulchan Oruch" and "expansion, 
adaptation, changes in strategy, as well as re-evaluation 
of halachos" can be urged only on the premise of a 
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non-Orthodox conception of Torah She B'al Peh (Fran
kel, Weiss and Schechter), a premise which ignores 
the need for strict interpretation, for objective definition 
and application of the received legal categories. 

But Dr. Greenberg chooses to ignore all this. lnstead 
he stresses "how much the decisions of Chazal and 
Rishonim reflect the goals and value judgments which 
they saw in Torah." He notes that "Rambam's hak
do1na uses the term sevoroh to describe the derivation 
of the expanded laws," and he cites this as support of 
flexible 'expansion' of halocha. But the Rambam is very 
clear about the kind of sevoroh he means. To quote: 
"You will find in the whole of Talmud that they in
vestigate the sense of the sevoroh which is the cause of 
the machalokes, and they say: bemai kamiflege (what 
is the legal logic behind the disagreement) or mai 
taama deRabbi Peloni (what is the legal reasoning of 
Rabbi So-and-So) ... " Every student of the Talmud 
knows from innumerable examples what is n1cant by 
this. It is the sevoroh of strict, objective definition of the 
halachic category according to the rigorously legal logic 
found throughout the Talmud, the Rishonim, or the 
precise definitions of Reh Chaim Brisker. Larger goals 
and value judgments do not enter the process of rigor
ous analysis of legal categories. Neither do T aamei 
Hamitzvos~· even though they certainly arc not outside 
the classic tradition, they too are not relevant to the 
halachic process of legal definition and application. 
Goals and values emerge automatically from the halo
chos themselves after the rigorously objective process 
has been completed. In any case, the halachic opinion 
stands or falls on the basis of that objective process of 
legal analysis. 

Now Dr. Greenberg is certainly not advocating this 
as 'expansion' of Halocha. Why would he advocate 
with such fanfare what has always been done and is 
still being done? The seriousness of the issue requires 
that we at least be candid. 

TO ILLUSTRATE 'adaptation' Dr. Greenberg cites the 
weH-known examples: "heter iska1 mechiras chametz, 
prosboul, cherem d'Rabeinu Gershom, the Geonic per
mission for the wife to force an immediate divorce (to 
prevent the multiplication of mamzerim if the wife is 
kept betwixt and between)" -an incongruous combi
nation of irrelevancies! 

Heter iska and mechiras chametz are merely applica
tions of advantageous aspects of the objective legal 
categories. Only the uninitiated non-Talmudists con
sider these to be subjective, loose 'adaptations.' 

Prosboul and cherem d' Rabeinu Gershom are rab
binical takanos. No one opposes the right of the proper 
authorities to issue gezeros and takanos within their 
limited scope and according to their rules of application, 
as we have explained from the outset. But adaptation 
of the received Ha/.ocha by subjective, loose interpreta
tion in areas of Halocha where gezeros and takanos 
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cannot be issued is non-Orthodox, as we have already 
explained at length. 

The power to force a man to give a get for reasons 
considered adequate by Beis Din was always, according 
to the objective Halocha, a prerogative of Beis Din. 

The remaining examples cited by Dr. Greenberg are 
taka11os deRabbanan, and therefore irrelevant, as al
ready explained. One could indeed compile a long list 
of such irre1evancies. 

WHAT ABOUT the application of Halocha to major 
contemporary issues? Hilchos M elochim (chapters 5-6) 
does indeed deal with halachic definitions of types of 
wars and the methods legitimate to each type. Hilchos 
M atonos Aniyim does indeed deal with obligations 
toward the poor. Does Dr. Greenberg really believe 
that I am unaware of the fact that we have halochos 
dealing with war, obligations toward the poor and 
legitimate profits ( onaah)? What I wrote was: "The 
legalistic application of the revealed Halochos to the 
specific cases of successive generations is in the n1ain 
a judicial, not a legislative, function [i.e., objective 
definition and application of the received legal cate
gories, not loose interpretation of "expansion, adapta
tion, changes in stratet.ry, as weJl as re-evaluation of 
halochos" in order to legislate what docs not follow 
from the objective definition and application of the 
received halachic categories-s.n.] .... Dr. Greenberg's 
demand to apply the classical process to . . . broader 
thought and value issues [war, poverty, civil rights, 
welfare capitalism and manufacture control] ... can 
consistently be made only in line with the non-Orthodox 
theories of substantive, post-Sinaitic halachic creation.'' 
Why9 Because the classical process of objective defini
tion and application of the received halachic categories 
of Hilchos Melochim will not yield even one halocha 
concerning Vietnam. We will find halachic guidance on 
the topic of our obligations to the country in which we 
live; when we are called upon to further its safety and 
well-being. But, as for the war itself, Halocha is silent, 
as it deals exclusively with wars waged by Yisrocl 
(upon authorization by the Sanhedrin of seventy-one). 
Only loose, legislative, subjective interpretation can 
create from this legal category any halochos concern
ing Vietnam. This is non-Orthodox, substantive, post
Sinaitic creation of new halachic categories. Of course, 
we may be guided in Vietnam by the spirit of Hilchos 
Melochim. But this is Hashkofa not Halocha. The same 
is true of civil rights, welfare capitalism, etc. It is not 
the Rambam who looks "like Frankel and Weiss," 
it is Dr. Greenberg! 

In all the foregoing, we have not even touched on 
the fact that the received Halocha, as laid down in the 
Talmud, is vested with a fixed canonical authority, 
(and to a somewhat lesser degree in the Shu Lehan 
Aruch) which rules out "re-evaluation of halochos" 
even through objective legalistic interpretation. Objec-
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tive interpretation, since the conclusion of the Talmud, 
must be limited to the application, not the re-evaluation, 
of the received canonical Halochos. Only in non
canonical areas can there be re-evaluation of earlier 
decisions-and, of course, even then only through 
objective legal methods. 

* * * 
1s THIS CONCEPTION of Halocha what Rabbi S. R. 
H:irsch criticized as a static, mechanical approach? 
The quotation from Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch''s 
Nineteen Letters has obviously been completely mis
understood by Dr. Greenberg, or else wrested out of 
context. Rabbi Hirsch complains that " a form of learn
ing came into existence" [i.e., Kabola] which should 
have been understood in terms of "eternal progressive 
developinent." Instead it was construed as "a static 
mechanism and the inner significance thereof as cxtra
mundanc dream worlds." Rabbi Hirsch was not com
plaining, as Dr. Greenberg does, about the lack of 
progressive development in Ha/ocha. Jn all the vast 
writings of Hirsch-the great reviver of Judaism's spirit 
in relation to modern, cultured man-there is not a 
word to suggest the need to develop Halocha in con
formity with modern notions. His complaint was only 
that the same received halocha of old was practiced 
by the Torah-True as a "mechanical habit, devoid of 
spirit," and borne by thein "as a sacred relic, as a 
revered mummy, and [with] fear to awaken its spirit." 
Of the leaders of Reform, who did demand hulachic 
change, Hirsch writes that they "are partly filled with 
noble enthusiasm for the welfare of the Jews, but they 
look upon Judaism as a lifeless framework [of Haloeha] 
... and are in danger, with all their efforts to help the 
Jew, of severing the last life-nerve of Judaism out of 
~hccr ignorance.'' Dr. Greenberg says he seeks to avoid 
being a member of this party. Yet reluctantly I must 
say that Hirsch's description actually fits Dr. Greenberg. 
He is filled with noble enthusiasm, but he is endanger
ing Orthodox Judaism. His approach to Halocha, in 
effect, sub"erts it from within. I am forced to agree 
with the Israeli periodical Shearim (26 Av 5726), 
which reported Dr. Greenberg's pronouncements in 
Israel under the caption: REFORM IN ORTHODOX GARR. 

* * * 
REGARDING THE NATURE of Revelation, I am more than 
pleased to accept Dr. Greenberg's statement that any 
imputation of Bible Critical views to him represents 
a n1isinterpretation of his words. As a matter of fact, 
I made it clear in my article that "we n1ust, of course, 
accept the author's clarification [i.e., Dr. Greenberg's 
disclaimer of Critical views] in good faith." In response 
to his demand that I dispel any lingering doubts about 
his views, J hereby reiterate gladly what I wrote in my 
article, that I accept his statement that the inference 
of Critical views represents a wrong interpretation of 
his wor<ls. However, J must also reiterate the statement 
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of my article that "Dr. Greenberg must accept respon
sibility for having used language with misleading conno
tations." 

How is one to know that the words "There is nothing 
in Professor Petuchowski's words that I felt could not 
be fully acceptable to Orthodoxy-as it will look after 
going through the modern experience" refer only to 
the one specific paragraph of Petuchowski's that we 
not judge observance by quantitative criteria ("measur
ing Tzitzit")? And how is one to understand the very 
next passage which concludes: "J fear, however, that 
this agreement is a rather misleading one, because when 
\ve get down to the bar<l question of specifies-what 
we mean by Covenant, what we mean by G-d and so 
on-there is where the sticky points will stick"? Does 
this not conote that the agreement with Petuchowski 
was related, not only to quantitative criteria of observ
ance, but also to fundamentals of emunah? Was there 
not a striking parallel between Dr. Greenberg's use of 
the expression that Divine Revelation may be "less 
external or n1echanicaI (italics mine) than many Jews 
now think" and Petuehowski's disdain for "the mechan
ical (italics mine) view of Revelation"? Again I public
ly and joyfully accept Dr. Greenberg's clarification; but 
his is the responsibility for the misleading connotation. 

In fact, in reacting to Dr. Greenberg's utterances, 
even where we agree with them as he later clarified 
them, we cannot be guided by what he meant, but only 
by what he wrote. Even though he did not mean what 
the words conveyed, too many others unfortunately 
understood them that way, seeing in them assent to 
views totally opposed to Torah. For that reason we 
must point out the unacceptability of such views, even 
while gladly noting that Dr. Greenberg himself docs 
not share them. 

* * * 
DR. GREENBERG WOULD have us establish Bible d•;part
ments in our yeshivos in which the apikorsus of Bible 
Criticism would be encountered by our talmidim. He 
wants us to deal with the challenge of Bible Criticism. 
Refuting the apikorsim and exposing their fallacies is 
indeed part of our tradition. Dr. Greenberg has himself 
read several of my own monographs containing refuta
tions of Bible Critical arguments in connection with 
a number of Scriptural passages involving some of the 
items he has enumerated. Hence he knows that I accept 
in principle that Bible Criticism should be refuted by 
Orthodox scholars. The anti-Critical work of Gedolim 
like R. David Hoffmann, R. Isaac Halevi and R. Chaim 
HeJlcr-z;chronam liverocha-was appreciated by aH 
our Gedolim as meleches Hashem. But I remind Dr. 
Greenberg that refutation of apikorsim has traditionally 
been the work of individual scholars, whose works are 
available to all-Orthodox or non-Orthodox-who 
have a special interest in the matter. However, to sub~ 
ject our tabnidei hayeshivos as a matter of routine to 
the systematic poison of Bible Criticism, or any other 
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apikorsus, is strategically unsound and dangerous. 
In other words, those who have been exposed to 

poison need to be provided with the antidote. It would 
be folly, however, to systematically feed poison to the 
majority of our healthy talmidim. Some might even 
die before the antidote did its work. Others might never 
be restored to full health. Moreover, as I once heard 
Prof. Elizur of the Hebrew University comment. "If 
we would take the time to refute all the Critical non
sense that is printed almost daily by so-called scholars, 
we would have time for nothing else.'' As Rav Breuer 
once characterized the attitude of the Hirschian school: 
"G-d's Torah is not on trial." 

* * * 
DO J WANT to exclude "those who would put things in 
their language" rather than mine?-certainly not. But 
"their language" ("conveyor concepts") must not in1ply 
a diminution of Torah. 1~o communicate implied falsifi
cations of Torah to the rechokim, those far from us, is 
worse than no communication. Dr. Greenberg was 
asked about "the essential element in Jewish theology," 
and he answered: "The covenant idea." Naturally, the 
Divine Covenant in the context of Torah Min Hasho
niayim. is "neither tenuous nor shadowy." But covenant 
1vithout Torah Min Hashomayim is indeed tenuous and 
shadowy. Nor for one moment did I assume that Dr. 
Greenberg persona11y was using the 'covenant idea' to 
sidestep Torah Min Hashomayim. But be did use it 
to sidestep the implication of Torah Min Hashomayim 
to the rechokim. He himself conceded this. This, in my 
view, is unacceptable communication, because the 
Torah message is diminished by implication. Be it re
membered, moreover, that his answer was addressed, 
not to COMMENTARY, but to C01.f1vIENTATOR, the news
paper of Yeshiva College, read by young talmudic 
students whose religious concepts are still being modi
fied as they grow into 1nature Jews. "Conveyor ideas" 
is a two-way system. They also convey implications to 
the kerovim (those close to us). Dr. Greenberg does 
not subscribe to the implied dilutions. But he knows 
that these dilutions are being bandied about in many 
circles today (witness coMMENTARY's recent sympo
sium on Jewish Belief). His "conveyor ideas" have the 
effect of granting legitimacy to these dilutions. 

THE SEPARATISM I ADVOCATED was not one of "erection 
of maximum fences," as Dr. Greenberg charges. I 
called it "non-integrated adaptation,'' and presented it 
as a carefully considered alternative to maximum isola
tion. In view of the rampan: L'8imilation of our day, 
it deserves more serious treatment than Dr. Greenberg's 
derisive--and incorrect-analogy from Moshe Rabeinu. 
The separation I invoked was not against my fellow
J ews, but against contemporary society at large, because 
of its assimilatory dangers. This is clear from the con
text of my remarks. We must, of course, draw close 
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our fellow-Jews by exemplary Torah living-bein adam 
la-Makom and bein adam la-chavero-by friendship, 
and by exposition of undiluted Torah views. The Green
bergs do not have a monopoly either on 'humility' or 
on A havas Y isroel. In 1ny view, however certain stip
ulations must be met in our endeavors to be niekarev 
rechokim. The effort must be made from a stance 
which does not imply any diminution of the kovod of 
Hashem's Torah as the only absolute truth and the 
nob!cst program for human living. This rules out any 
dialogue out of mutual respect for each other's religious 
views. Also the character of the kehi/la must be Or
thodox, and its leadership, but not membership, must 
be limited to the Orthodox. Moreover, we can draw 
close only to the misguided laymen, not to the leaders 
who are the very propagators of anti-Torah doctrines. 

* * * 
DR. GREENBERG counts R. Yisroe1 Salantcr and Rav 
Kook among his major influences. They never spoke of 
halachic liberalization in their efforts to be 1nekarev 
rechokim. R Yisroel was opposed to the Orthodox 
(yereim) seminaries of Germany beciusc, in his view, 
they produced rabbis who tended "to be lenient in the 
views of the Achronim." He opposed the formation of 
a rabbinical seminary in Vilna because he did not 
believe that a modernized curriculum could possibly 
produce "great Talmudists, men of piety, and solid 
faith." (For both citations sec Tenuas Hammusar, Vol. 
I, pp. 164, 167). Rav Kook's responsa were not differ
ent in kind or degree from those of other Poskim. His 
attitude toward the American Conservative movement 
was adamant. Rav Kook's son, the present Rosh Yeshi
va of Merkaz Harav, recently caused an uproar because 
of his 'extreme' position in opposing the lecturing of 
Cecil Roth in the Bar Ilan University because the latter 
included Bible Critical views in bis books. This was 
not a departure from his great father's kind of A havas 
Yisroel. 

As for the influence of Rav J. B. Soloveichick, it is 
a curious fact that his truly devoted talmidim, those 
who strain their minds to grasp the rigorous definitions 
of objective halachic categories that are the glory of 
Brisk, are the ones in Yeshiva University who most 
vigorously oppose Dr. Greenberg's program. 

lN CONCLUSION, I ENVY Dr. Greenberg his exalted goal 
of becoming worthy "of being the merkova for the 
Ribbono Shel Olom in our time." I know that I too 
should aspire to become like A vraham, Yitzchak and 
Yaakov, who did indeed reach this exalted madreiga. 
Realistically, however, I will have to content myself 
with the more bumble aspiration of being one of His 
lesser servants. Dr. Greenberg's merkova attitude goes 
far to explain his 'broad shoulders' in espousing rev
olutionary changes in Orthodox Judaism. 0 
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Goloh or Geuloh? 
!!--- Reflections on Chanukah by Moshe Sherer 

IN THE HAFTORAH of Shabbos Chanukah, the Navi 
Zccharia describes his vision: ... i11?::l ::lnT Tl'11l~ i1li11 

n111Ni ;~ n?li-A nd behold there was a golden Menorah 
(candelabra) with a GULOH (a bowl) on its top, Our 
Sages declare in the Midrash that this Menorah is sym
bolic of Kial Yisroel, and then, in a beautiful word-play, 
point out that the word Guloh t:i'(p, the golden bowl 

topping the Menorah, implies Goloh <:1'?ll-<lispersion, 

and Geuloh m'?1xp-redemption. 

The Menorah symbol bears within it these two para
doxical aspects: how one interprets this symbol in his 
approach to life determines whether he takes the road 
to Goloh, to disaster, or to Geuloh, to victory and 
eternity. The events of Chanukah help us better under
stand how this one symbol can branch off into two 
such diverse ends. 

• The Jewish camp in the days of Antioehus was 
split. The Hellenists (Misyavnim) stressed the outer 
forms of Judaism, the ceremonial. All they saw in the 
Menorah was the iinl.l ~nr, the pure glittering gold 
which pleased their aesthetic sense. The Chashmonaim, 
on the other hand, looked deeper and saw the iinl.l 7~111. 
the pure oil, the inner warmth emanating from a light 
kindled in holiness. A concern with the externals of 
religion leads ultimately to Goloh, to a loss of Jewish 
cohesiveness. The road to Geuloh demands penetration 
to the substance, commitment to the core-to content. 

• The miracle of the one day supply of oil that 
burned for eight days is central in the Chanukah theme. 
Many commentators have given differing explanations 
as to why Chanukah celebrates an eight-day miracle, 
which the Bais Yosef points out was actually only a 
sevenwday miracle, since there was sufficient oil to burn 
the first day. One sage wisely observed that the miracle 
of the first day was manifest in the courage of the 
Chashmonaim to initiate the lighting of the Menorah, 
when logic dictated that their effort to maintain the 
Ner Tomid would quickly be dissipated. To achieve 
Geuloh one must have the capacity to reach out for the 
unattainable. Were the Jew to have beeu deterred by 
his inadequacies and inhibited by his limitations, he 
would long ago have been swallowed up by the Goloh. 

• The events of Chanukah yield another significant 
insight. The Greeks contaminated the oils in the Bais 
Hamikdosh. The question arises: If the Greeks aimed 
to black out the Menorah forever, would it not have 
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better suited their purpose to completely destroy the 
oils instead of only defiling them? 

However, their method exposes their sinister inten
tions. The Greeks reasoned: Let the Menorah lights 
burn brightly-but let the flames arise from contam
inated oils; Jet them shed a false light. The Greeks 
understood that their devilish design to subvert Torah 
would be better achieved if they could cause the Jewish 
people to illuminate the world with impure oils. The 
purity of Judaism, is the determinant of Goloh or 
Geuloh. 

* * * 

I N RECENT YEARS, Madison Avenue has developed a 
booming Chanukah industry in an effort to exploit 

the Menorah, as they did, l'havdil with the Xmas tree. 
Dming this season, newspaper advertisements offer 
varieties of Chanukah Menorahs (all styles and shapes 
-musical Menorahs that play Hava Nagila), Chanukah 
greetings cards, Chanukah candies, Chanukah wrapping 
paper. With all this hoopla, the meaning of Chanukah 
has had little impact on the uneducated Jew. Contrast 
this with the experience of our grandparents: many of 
them lit their nairos in crude utensils, but the light they 
kindled penetrated every nook of their homes. 

Like the Hellinists, our generation has enthroned the 
externals of the Menorah, and extended this philosophy 
into all aspects of their Jewish living. We have taken 
a leaf from the famed super-salesman Elmer Wheeler, 
who instructed restaurateurs: "Don't sell the steak, sell 
the sizzle!" By selling the 'sizzle' of Mitzvohs, instead 
of the life-giving substance of Yiddishkeit, the spiritual 
hucksters have projected our generation on the Go/oh 
road instead of the road to Geuloh. 

Furthermore, our generation has lost its belief in 
miracles, and has placed its faith in studies, surveys 
and resolutions. They have exchanged the spiritual 
daring of our fathers for a cold, pragmatic approach 
to Judaism. Proper goals for genuine Judaism are often 
diluted because they do not seem practical. The lesson 
of the one-day supply of oil of the Chashmonaim era 
seems to have passed by our generation, as we plod 
along with our chilling 'realism.' 

What is most remarkable in this analogy is that the 
strategy of the modern-day Hellinist forces is strikin~l·· 
similar to the tactics of the Greeks of old. Only the 
scenery has changed. There are very many movements 
in Jewry that have kindled lights which they hold 
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"In the United States, Jewish life can best be characterized 
as glittering and dazzling on the outside, but eroded and cold 
on the inside. Here too, the modern-day Hellinists are building 
a Judaism based on slogans instead of sincerity, on theatrics 
instead of theology." 

"In contrast to all other Yomim Tovim where there is a 
specific mitzvoh of simchoh, a command to rejoice -- we find 
no such mitzvoh regarding Chanukah. Why? Should not the 
victories and miracles of Chanukah also be marked with the 
same degree of joy as all other holidays?" 

proudly aloft, but the flame in their Menorah comes 
from the defiled oil which they themselves have con
taminated by trampling on basic Jewish concepts. All 
of these Menorahs that have been lit by the forces that 
work from within to overthrow Torah authority and 
classical Judaism. have contributed to the chaos and 
confusion which characterize Jewish life today. 

In Israel, for example, a Jewish flame has been lit 
which casts its light into every corner of the globe. 
Indeed the Menorah has become the official national 
symbol of the State of Israel. As each years goes by. it 
becomes increasingly obvious that the light that goes 
forth from Zion is hardly distinctively Jewish. Indeed 
it is difficult to distinguish it from all the other national 
lights that emanate from the nations of the world. Is 
building a Jewish State without the Jewish soul a step 
towards Geuloh, or is it creating yet another spiritual 
Goloh? 

In the United States, Jewish life can best be char
acterized as glittering and dazzling on the outside, but 
eroded and cold on the inside. Here too, the modern
day Hellinists are building a Judaism based on slogans 
instead of sincerity, on theatrics instead of theology. 
The '57-varieties' of Judaism competing for the atten
tion of the American Jew, are making a pretense of 
saving our youth with cliches and ceremonials. Today 
they are the sad witnesses of the appalling results of 
this policy of serving our youth adulterated spiritual 
lollypops, instead of inspiring them with the broad 
majestic sweep of our Torah. 

* * * 

I N CONTRAST to all other Y omin1 _T ovim where there 
is a specific niitzvoh of shnchoh, a command to re

joice-we find no such mitzvoh regarding Chanukah. 
Why? Should not the victories and miracles of Chanu
kah also be marked with the same degree of joy as all 
other holidays" 

A great rabbi once gave this explanation: The bat'! 
of Chanukah. although blessed with temporary victory 
in the days of the Chashmonaim, never really ended-
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it continues to this very day. It was essentially a struggle 
against the forces that had set as their goal CM'~1Zm'? 
1'1~, 'v1Mr.> oi,~im'?i 111i111-to make the Torah a 
museum-piece and to assimilate the Jewish masses by 
subterfuge and internal subversion. This battle to con
fuse and betray true Judaism still rages in our times, 
and while engulfed in the smoke of battle, one does not 
pause to rejoice. In such a continuing crisis, one must 
concentrate with greater vigor towards the Geuloh 
goal: total Torah commitment must replace tokenism; 
complete consecration must replace crippling com-
pron1ise. 
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I . . 

Gleanings From 
Israel's Press 

COMPILED BY MENACHEM GREENBERG 

Israel's Religiaus Population 

now !-.1ANY observant Jews are there in 
Israel? A sociological study by the Israel 
Institute of Applied Social Research es
timates that 30 per cent of Israel's popu
lation "can reasonably be called reli
gious'' and that an additional 46% "ob
serve tradition to some extent." The 
Israel Central Bureau of Statistics re
ports that 89.2 per cent of the Jewish 
population regularly listens to the radio 
but that 29% of the regular Jistners do 
not use the radio on Shabbos (when 
Kol Yisroel, the Government-owned net
work, schedules its best programs) .... 
A Jewish Agency information officer 
places the "Orthodox religious" popu-
1ation at 33%, and divides the remaining 
two-thirds into two groups: those who 
partly observe religious laws and cus
ton1s ( 45%) and those who are com
pletely unobservant (20% ) .... One
third of Israel's Jewish population of 
a.bout two nlillion amounts to over 
650,000 persons, which means that Israel 
today has one of the largest and most 
concentrated Orthodox com.munities in 
the world .... The quality of 1·eligious 
Jife has improved markedly in recent 
years as a massive revival of Torah 
]earning has been sweeping the Holy 
Land. Chinnch Atzmai schools, mesiv
tos, and yeshivos arc unable to accom
modate the demand for religious educa
tion by an increasing nu1nher of Israelis. 

Lost Children 

OF THE HUNDREDS of thousands of Sefar
di families who came to Israel shorOy 
after 1948, most of then1 were religious. 
A government poll of the immigrants 
revealed that 70% wanted religious edu
cation for their children. But aliyah 
officials told the parents that religion 
was a thing of the past, part of the old 
country's primitive ways which were to 
be forgotten in the new homeland. l'hou
sands of children were separated fron1 
their parents and placed in left-wing 
kibbutzim and non-religious schools and 
'homes. 

Today, fifteen years later, there has 
come to public attention a new tale of 
not just de-Judaizing. but alleged kid
napping by Youth Aliyah officials. Ap
proximately 250 Yemenite immigrant 
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children disappeared from· their parents' 
homes in the imtnigrant camps in the 
early 1950s. The parents were told that 
their children had become ill and had 
been taken to hospitals and children's 
homes. The parents, bewildered in the 
displaced world of the new immigrant, 
accepted these statements at face value. 

When after a long period of time the 
children were not returned to their 
homes, the parents were told by Youth 
Aliyah workers that the youngsters had 
died of their illnesses. Even then the 
matter seemed strange to the parents 
since officials would not supply them 
with any information on the children, 
such as the names of the hospitals in 
which they had been treated or the place 
of burial. Not suspecting any foul play, 
however, the parents accepted the bnd 
news and mourned their children's 
deaths. 

'foday the parents of these children 
are convinced that they are not dead 
but very much alive. They have dis
covered that no death certificates for any 
of the children are on file with the gov
ernm·ent; moreover, records indicate that 
every one of the children received a 
draft notice on his eighteenth birthday. 

The parents, who have requested a 
full-scale investigation to determine what 
happened to their children, suspect that 
they were placed in the homes of non
religious couples. 

Rabbi Accused 

RABBI A].1RAM BLAU (no relation to the 
Neturei Kart a leader), the Religious 
Affairs Ministry official who is in charge 
of the maintenance of Mount Zion, has 
been indicted for allegedly causing the 
accidental death of David Palumbo, a 
sculptor. The indictment came three 
months after the accident, which oc
curred last August. 

Palumbo was killed when his motor 
scooter hit a chain stn1ng across the 
road leading to Mount Zion to eliminate 
1raffic on Shabbos. Following his death, 
the League Against Religious Coercion 
organized groups to seek out roadblocks 
and have them removed so that vehicular 
travel could proceed undisturbed on 
Shabbos and Yorn Tov. 

Rabbi Blau was arrested although a 
police investigation revealed that Palum
bo, who lived and worked in his studio 

up the road, knew about the chain, and 
had a key to the chain's lock. Police 
found a letter in which Palumbo stated 
that he him·self had requested that the 
chain be affixed so that his work in his 
studio would not be disturbed by noise 
of traffic from the road. 

The League has proposed that, "An 
investi!iation commission should be au
thorized to inspect the content of ser
mons heard in synagogue on Shabbos 
and h0lidays, and also the critical articles 
published in the religious press, in order 
to determine to what extent the terror
istic acts stem directly or indirectly from 
the constant incitement against secular
ist 'sinners' and against the Jaws of the 
state which is heard day and night from 
the selfMstyled leaders of the religious 
community." 

Schools or Clubs? 

JN KIRYAT GAT recently, a boy was 
scheduled to celebrate his Bar Mitzvah 
in a local synagogue. When the congre
gation's Rabbi J)ermer discovered that 
the boy's entire family had arrived on 
Shabbos in automobiles, he refused to 
allow the boy to be called to the Torah. 

The Israeli press condemned Rabbi 
Dermer for denying the boy the right 
to observe the mitzvah of blessing the 
Torah. One newspaper called the rabbi's 
action "stupid and offensive, wicked and 
stubborn." It proceeded to call the rabbi 
a "dim-witted ... publicity bound." 

A Knesset member recently declared 
that the opening of new synagogues was 
responsible for Israel's juvenile delinM 
quency problem, since the funds thus 
expended could be used to open youth 
clubs instead. 

New Schools 

AMERICAN Peylin1, the organization of 
yeshiva student volunteers, has scored 
two major successes in its work within 
!he Oriental Jewish community; the fir-st 
1n Rosh Ha'Ayin, a town located east 
of Petach Tikva and populated almost 
exclusively by 16,000 religious Yemenite 
immigrants. Thousands of children are 
enrolled in the town's religious schools, 
but until last year there was no secondary 
school. When the Histadrut established 
a secular vocational high school, the 
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town's citizens appealed for help. Peylini 
opened Rosh Ha'Ayin's first rn-esivta, 
which fulfilled a wish of R. Abron Kotler 
who had a special interest in the town 
and urged the establishment of a mesivta 

so that graduates of the religious schools 
could continue their Torah education. 
The other Peylinz success was in Kfar 
Chassidim, where a seminary for girls 
was so outstanding in its first year that 
hundreds of parents of prospective stu
dents waited on long lines during the 
registration period this year. 

the religious political parties are pro~ 
hibited from supporting the proposed 
amendments to the Anatomy and Pathol
ogy Law, which clearly violate Ha
locho and human rights. 
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Doctors Meet Rabbis 

THE AUTOPSY CRISIS continues despite ef
forts on the part of the Israel Medical 
Association to give the i1npression that 
the issue is on the way to an amicable 
settlement. 1'he Association requested a 
meeting with Chief Rabbi Isaac Nissim_ 
to convince hin1 to withhold publication 
of a new psak din signed by 400 Israeli 
rabbis which states that the dissection 
of corpses is halachically prohibited ex
cept in cases where an i1n1nediate life 
can be saved by performing the dissec~ 
tion; that removing organs and freezing 
them in "banks" is prohibited; and that 

It is believed that the meeting was 
sought by the doctors because of fear 
that increased public indignation n1ight 
force revision of the law. 

At the meeting the doctors were asked 
by the rabbis whom Rabbi Nissim bad 
invited to participate, if the Medical As
sociation had ever censured any phy
sician who had violated the present law, 
had broken promises not to perform a 
post-mortem operation, or who had re
moved organs from bodies and not re
turned them for burial. The doctors 
could recall no case of censure. 

Following the meeting, the Association 
issued a statement hailing the friendly 
spirit which allegedly prevailed among 
the rabbis and doctors. Actually, the 
confrontation took place in an atmos
phere of tense hostility. 
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letters lo the editor 
Orthodox Modernism 

To the Editor: 
Just received the Tishrei issue of The 

Je1vish Observer and hasten to congra
tulate you. 

Please convey my thanks to Rav Dan-
2iger for an excellent article [Modern 
Orthodoxy or Orthodox Modernisn1J. We 
need more from him. 

[RABBI) MORDECAI GIFTER 

Rosh Yeshiva 
Te/she Yeshiva 
Wickliffe, Ohio 

To the Editor: 
Among the many fine articles carried 

by your excellent journal-although it 
would obviously be risky to assume that 
every reader will find himself in co1nplete 
agreement with all of them-I must 
commend you unreservedly for Modern 
Orthodoxy or Orthodox Moderni.nn by 
Rabbi Shelomoh E, Danziger (Sept.1966). 

Rabbi Danziger manages clearly to 
show the important difference between 
a We1tanschauung firmly grounded in 
Torah, utilizing all the best of our en
vironment as contributing to this Torah~ 
and an antithetic approach, which ap
parently seeks basic guidance from man's 
intellect (perhaps his social instinct?), 
appropriating such parts of the Torah 
as appeal to the intellect. The latter 
approach leads almost inevitably to aber
rations such as noted by Rabbi Danziger, 

and eventua1ly further. K'firah thus varies 
only quantitatively from positions held 
earlier. 

lt is intellectually inconsistent to be 
50o/o, 90o/o, or 99.99% committed to the 
Torah. Any Weltanschauung not based 
on a complete commitn1ent to the Torah, 
both Written and Oral, is ipso facto a 
non-"forah We1tanschauung. This imper
ative can be neglected only at the peril 
of self-delusion. 

Rabbi Danziger has periormed a vital 
service by putting this needed lesson into 
reasoned words. 

To the Editor: 

DAVID .H. ROSENSTOCK 
New York, N. Y. 

Reading and re-reading Rabbi Dan· 
ziger's article, Modern Orthodoxy or Or
thodox Modernis111, prompts me to ques
tion at least one of the writer's conclu
sions. l find myself in sympathy with 
n1ost if not all of Rabbi Danziger's ob
servations regarding the tenuousness and 
vagueness of Dr. Greenberg's "clarifying 
statement." I deplore articles such as 
the one by Dr. E. Berkovits in Tradition 
entitled "Orthodox Judaism in a World 
of Revolutionary "fransformations." Ar
ticles such as the one referred to should 
never be addressed to a forum of laymen, 
but should he addressed to a forum of 
Torah leaders, if indeed they should be 
written at all. 

Nonetheless, the conclusion of Rabbi 
Danziger--even if tentative-that fellow 
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Jews who are observant in practice and 
whose definition of the right to free 
enquiry may not coincide with that of 
Rabbi Danziger or his mentors, should 
be excluded from the ranks of Ortho
doxy, ]eaves me somewhat aghast. 

Jn our day and age, the many factions 
and the divisiveness within the numeri
cally insignificant Orthodox camp, are 
important factors for our relative in
effectiveness to evoke a moral or intel-
1ectual response from those of our feHow 
Jews whose knowledge of Orthodoxy is 
restricted to the periodical distortions 
appearing in Time magazine. Certainly 
it would be tragic folly to willfully sever 
our ties with anyone who cheerfully 
shoulders 01 Malchus Shomayini. 

SURELY RABBI DANZIGER deplores the 
schism that used to exist in the 19th 
century between Chassidism and Mis
nagdus? I respectfully submit that Rabbi 
Danziger's conclusions concerning ob
servant Jews who do not 1abel themselves 
'Orthodox,' if carried to their logical end 
would result in a similar schism with 
possibly equally tragic consequences. 

Chassidisro certainly represented an in
tellectual revolt against the manner in 
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which Halachah was then administered; 
as such it deviated from the accepted 
norms of Judaism. If in the ensuing 
dialogue between Chassidism and Mis
nagdim the latter had remained as sen
sitive to the large segment of the Jewish 
masses that were then poised on the 
brink of despair as they were sensitive 
to the dangers of false messiahs and 
fearful of opening the floodgates to new 
and heretical norms of Judaism, a way 
might well have been found to avoid 
this schism and the Haskalah might never 
have been able to gain a foothold in 
Eastern Europe. 

THE VILJFICATION of men of the calibre 
of Rabbi Azriel Hildesheimer when he 
introduced secular teachings in Eisen
stadt, as well as the opposition faced by 
Rabbi Israel Salanter when he developed 
the Mussar movem·ent, are further exam
ples of well-intentioned efforts to restrict 
certain men, wAo, while observant yet at
tempted by a new methodology to m.ake 
Orthodoxy relevant within the changed 
circumstances of a new environment. The 
fact that history has shown these trail
blazers to have been right in their efforts, 
should caution us against rash pro
nouncements as to who is entitled to be 
part of the Torah camp. 

In delineating our exact ideology with
in the legitimate polar positions within 
Orthodoxy namely Satn1ar and Torah ]Jn 

Derech Eretz, who can be presu1nptuous 
enough to claim that his shitah alone 
represents the one and only Derech Ha
yashar? To suggest, even tentatively, that 
Sho1nrei Mitzvos who search seriously 
for a common meeting ground with reli
giously searching but not yet practicing 
Jews should be excluded from the Torah 
camp is hardly the way to be nJarbitz 
Torah. 

Et.IAS MUNK 

Ontario, Canada 

Rabbi Danzigel' replies: 
OBVIOUSLY, divergencies of views are 
quite in place within l'orah Jewry; but 
I an1 sure Mr. Munk will agree that 
there are son1e limits to them. Ol Mal
chus SJ1on1ayim includes more than just 
Mitzvos Maasiyos. To reject, directly or 
by implication, such Ikkori1n as Torah 
Misinai, as our Sages formulate them, 
certainly means stepping outside authen
tic Judaism, whether one happens to 
observe the Mitzvos in practice or not. 
The observant Conservative 'rabbi' who 
refuses to call him·self Orthodox as a 
matter of principle, surely makes himself 
suspcc1 to say the least. 

AS FOR CHASSIDISM, it may well have been 
saved from developing into an antino
mian sect by the very opposition it en
countered, which forced a continuous 
re-assessment of the movement's devel
opment by its responsible leaders; as a 
result, it is today a great force for Or
thodox revitalization. 

We wish to do the san1e. We wish to 
keep all well-intentioned new approaches 
within the limits, not of our own attitudes 
but of the lkkorini of authentic Judaism. 
In this way, the (Jreenbergs may bring 
blessing, rather than its opposite, to the 
ranks of Orthodox Judaism. 

To the Editor: 
Apropos of "Modern ()rthodoxy or 

Orthodox Modernism" by Rabbi Shelo
mo Danziger in your September issue, 
enclosed please find <t copy of a Jetter 
I sent to Rabbi Irving Greenberg. 

MICHAEL KAUFMAN 

Far Rockaway, New York 

Dear Yitzchak: 
I regret that the circumstances of our 

meeting at the crowded reception prior 
to the 'forah Umesorah dinner were not 
the most ideal for the nature of the im
promptu discussion we had ... 

Your views and comments on the brief 
reference I made in my article "The 
Orthodox Renaissance-Crisis and Chal
lenge.'' in Jewish Life (Sept.-Oct., 1966) 
to the possibility that the increasing 
polarization within American Orthodoxy 
is causing an irreparable schism. which 
may result in the setting up of a new 
religious movement in the American 
Jewish community, and that there has 
been in recent months disturbing fore
shadowings concerning the possible cre
ation of an ideological basis for such 
a moven1ent-are interesting and I 
should Jike to comment upon them. 

You expressed concern lest your much 
publicized views on American Orthodoxy 
and theology and possibly the not dis
similar expressions on the same subjects 
by others which have been widely cir
culated of late-be misinterpreted and/or 
conveniently "categorized" or ''pigeon
holed" by those Orthodox Jews who dis
agree (presumably you referred to those 
further to the Orthodox right)-and thus 
shut off discussion on the issues. You 
felt that such discussion as was going on 
was healthy for Orthodoxy, and such 
discussion had been part and parcel of 
Judaism, for hundreds of years and, let 
alone not indicating a possible breaking 
away which would result in a new Jewish 
movement, was demonstrative of the 
inner strength of Orthodoxy today. I 
believe this is a fair representation of 
the views you expressed to me. 

PJRSTLY. let me assure you-a representa
tive of 'The New Left in Orthodoxy'
that it is possibly as much how the New 
Left speaks as much as lVhat the New 
Left says that is strongly resented by 
those in the mainstream of Orthodoxy. 
The issue is decidedly not one of stifling 
anyone; what is resented is the con
temptuous tone of the pronouncements 
of members of the New Left almost as 
much as what they say; their condescen-
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sion towards those who honestly differ 
with their views hy conveniently and 
derisively categorizing them as 'funda-
1nentalists,' their breathless approach 
when they arrive at an old Orthodox 
concept as if they in their new-found 
wisdom had discovered Am.erica; their 
free-wheeling blanket condetnnations of 
vital, vibrant, contemporary Orthodoxy 
as 'sterile.' 'intellectuaJly irrelevant,' 
'backwards,' etc. 

EXPRESSIONS OF FRESH IDEAS and con
cepts are constantly welcome with but 
one very important proviso: if lhe hasic 
views expressed are not within those 
broad general terms and hounds ac
ceptable by the Gcdolim of the genera
tion as halachicly and theologically 
sound, continue to express those views 
if you like, but do not (under no circu111-
stances are you pennittcd to) tenn th('se 
vie1vs Orthodox views. No matter hO\V 
personally observant of the mitzvos the 
propounder of these views may be, no 
matter that his basic associations-syna
gogue. yeshiva, organizations. etc.-are 
halachicly acceptable OrthodOx institn-
1ions, if these views go geyond the basic 
n1inimums of en1unali acceptable to a 

concensns of the decisive m·ajority of 1he 
Lonulay Torah and those Hacl1111ay To
rah whose pre-eminence the majority 
recogni7...es, they are not Orthodox views, 
and should be clearly labelled as 11011-

0rthodox. 
Orthodoxy had no quarrel with Rabbi 

Lenis Jacobs of England, except that he 
and his views were simply not ()rthodox, 
and J?.abbi Jacobs insisted upon cal!inR 
his views Orthodox. This we could not 
accept nor could we (Chief Rahbi Brodie 
and the established Orthodox leadership 
in Great Britain and throughout the 
Jewish world) permit ourselves to get 
drawn into the kind of 'dialogue' .Rabbi 
Jacobs so desperately wanted. 

Rabbi Emanuel Rackman of this Conn
try too has expressed theological con
cepts in such works as his "Sabbaths and 
Festivals in the Modern Age," for ex
ample, which arc rejected as absolutely 
non-Orthodox by the flach111ay Torah. 
Now, Rabbi Rackman certainly has a 
right to express and propound these 
ideas; but what most Or1hodox thinkers 
and intellectuals do not grant. is Rabbi 
Rackman's right to proclain1 these views 
::is Orthodox vie1vs. This they decidedly 
are not. 
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I should like to clarify here, that when 
I refer to 'Orthodox thinkers and intel
lectuals' I do not refer to so1ne wild
eyed 'fanatics' or far-right 'fundamental
ises'-the last, the derisive, contemptuous 
term reserved by the 'liberal' Rabbi 
Rackrnan when referring in the above
mentioned work, to Orthodox Jews with 
whom he disagrees, Jews who .. believe 
it or not, maintain that 'changes (in 
Halacha) can be made only as the divine 
sovereign willed them.' (Rabbi Rackman 
libels all Halachic scholars in the. main
stream of ()rthodoxy as "fundamentalists 
... united in their reluctance to probe 
the values implicit in the Halachic 
texts." .His teleological approach, while 
accepting the "revealed character of both 
the Written and the Oral Law" and re
jecting "the approach of the Rcfonners 
fas·} ... equally unsatisfactory" to that 
of the 'fundamentalists,' proposes that 
the Halachic scholar proceed and change 
or modernize the Halacha by first apply
ing the principle: "What are the ends 
of the Law which G-d or nature or
dained, and how can we be guided by 
these ideal ends in developing the 
Law?") 

They are men of the yeshiva, rab
binic, and intellectual worlds, who are 
both learned in Torah and intellectually 
acculturated. Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik, 
for example, clearly rejects Rabbi Rack
man's 'teleological' approach - despite 
Rabbi Rackman's incredible assertion in 
the above-mentioned study that "the 
teleological approach is to be found at 
its best in the work of Rabbi Joseph 
B. Soloveitchik"-and Rabbi Soloveitchik 
insists on a purely objective approach to 
Halacha in such works as his Hesped 
over the Brisker Rav (Zeh Dodi.') and 
in his Ish Hahalacha. 

THOSE CRITICAL OF THE VIEWS of the 
New Left are not heresy-hunters. 'fhey 
welcome honest dialogue and discussion 
between Orthodox men of good will. 
But "dialogue" firstly presupposes two
way conversation, and not articles or 
speeches on vital theological subjects for 

general consumption by the Jewish pub
lic, frequently by individuals who would 
much prefer such 111onolof:{ues to serious 
discussion with those who could reply 
point by point to state1nents made. While 
I would personally consider it presurnp
tuou<; of ()rthodox Jewish intellectuals 
who n1ay have had . . . a few blatt 
Gen1orrah under their belts, who may or 
may not have s'n1icha, to take on the 
Jlachn1ay Torah-the (iedolim of our 
generation-in serious discussion on vital 
theological issues, such discussion, per
haps on a different level, should be 
healthy, and should certainly begin. 

You mentioned that no one is trying 
to start a break-away movement from 
Orthodoxy. I feel quite certain that this 
is not a mQtive of yours. But are you 
so sure about the other me1nbers of the 
New Left? Have you read carefully 
their pronouncen1ents in recent months? 
I am not as sanguine as you about such 
a new movement. I. for one, have not 
the slightest doubt that it is coming
and that its formation will take place 
before the decade is out. I can see it 
embracing-and being embraced hy-a 
substantial portion of the ()rthodox 
(RCA) rabbinate, especially those rah
bis in synagogues officially affiliated with 
the Conservative United Synagogue of 
America (some 50 to 100) and those 
[rabbis in synagogues] without minimum 
Halachic requirements such as mechitza 
(some 150 to 250). 

This will be a natural outgrowth of 
the kind of undisciplined, unplanned, 
not-carefully-thought-out public state
ment which, when reported in the press, 
has at worst been misleading many Or
thodox Jews, and has at best been mis
interpreted-and such misinterpretations 
uncorrected-so as to mislead those not 
completely informed. 

Unlike previous years, when Ortho
doxy in A1nerica was locked in a struggle 
for survival with the forces of Con
servatism and Reform, the latter are no 
longer dangerous to Orthodoxy. They 
have shown their bankruptcy as expres
sions of perversions of Judaism, and it 
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is today becoming more and more ap
parent what Orthodox Jews have known 
all along-that Conservatism and Rc
f orm would de-Judaize and by imitating 
the religions of the majority culture 
lead to total assimilation into that cul
ture. And, importantly, they woud sanc
tify transgression on the part of the 
l)ivine teaching: and Reform and Con
servatism thus served a<; the vehicles in 
which transgressions became sanctified. 

There are today many thousands of 
non-observant Orthodox Jews, who are 
nevertheless committed to genuine Ortho
dox values who would welcome a new 
movement which would so-to-speak sanc
tify their transgressions, and there are 
many thousands of observant Orthodox 
Jews in this country who are committed 
to the Shabbos and the Halacha in gen
eral in so superficial a sense that they 
would also be receptive to a 'New Ortho
doxy' led by individuals of intellectual 
stature. While they may be incapable 
of grasping the world of the inteUectual 
they will certainly grasp the populari
zation of his words, which will mean 
nothing less than breaking their commit
ment. This latter group is giving its sons 
and daughters to yeshivos and is develop
ing along healthy lines. A branching off 
from Orthodoxy into a new movement 
is something we can ill afford today. 
THE PRESENT IMMINENT and critical dan
ger for the very existence of Torah 
Judais1n in America, therefore, lies not 
in Reform or Conservatism, Yitzchak, 
but within Orthodoxy, or at least among 
those nominally Orthodox Jews whose 
thinking is not, but who persist in label
ling their non-Orthodox views as Ortho
dox, when, in fact, the concensus of the 
Haclunay Torah is that such expressions 
are foreign to Judaism. Orthodoxy must 
be indeed watchful and alert, to spot 
those who would willfully or unwittingly, 
rip asunder the very fabric of genuine 
Torah values, for herein lies the danger 
to our continued viability. 

With best wishes and kindest personal 
regards, I remain, 

Sincerely, 

MICHAEL KAUFMAN 

''Technical Error'' 
The words "technical error" often 
attempt to disguise a human error 
by blaming it on machines, or 
son1eone else. In our November is
sue, under the heading EMPHASIS 

. • • OURS, the columns of type 
were transposed in the process of 
placing the pages on the press. 
We deeply regret this error and 
will be happy to send a correct re
print of the article upon request. 
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Hebrew Pronunciation 

To the Editor: 

A serious problem facing Jewish par
ents is to provide proper and educational 
type entertainment for our children. It 
is therefore extremely disappointing to 
find that most children's long playing 
records have Sefardic pronunciation, es
pecially those with religious type content. 
Just because Sefardic is the pronunciation 
in Israel today it is by no means the 
pronunciation of our ancestors. In fact 
1 an1 far from convinced that Sefardic 
was the original pronunciation in the 
days of T enach. 

It is argued that because the near 
eastern Jews have Sefardic pronunciation 
and because Sefardic is close to Arabic, 
and it is assumed that Arabic 'probably' 
hasn't changed much over the centuries, 
therefore the original pronunciation was 
Sefardic. To answer this falacy; lt is an 
observed fact that local Jews assimilate 
their pronunciation with their environ
mental tongue. 'fhis can readily be ob~ 
served from the East Europeans, the 
Ga1itzianers and the English Jews, all 
of whom wandered from their Saxon 
surroundings around the Middle Ages, 
and aU of whom assimilated their He
brew pronunciation in various degrees. 
And then, if the assumption is correct 
that Arabic didn't change it's pronuncia
tion, is it just to interpolate language 
pronunciations? Perhaps Tenach Hebrew 
should be extrapolated from the Arabic! 
An example of the latter would be Dutch 
and German, both are Saxon in origin 

but the former is full of guttoral and 
soft sounds as compared with its sister 
tongue, German, which is harsh and 
clamoring· and has no guttorals. A clear 
case of extrapolation, not interpolation. 

Therefore, let us remain with our 

proper and own Ashkenazic pronuncia
tion so it may be said of us "and they 
changed not their tongues" (Velo Shinnuh 
es Leshounoni). 

OSCAR M. LEHMANN 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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News of Agudath Israel 

45th Annual Dinner 
Slated for February 26 

The 45th Anniversary Dinner of 
Agudath Israel of America will take 
place on Sunday evening, February 26 
in the Hotel New Yorker, New York 
City. 'fhe occasion will mark almost a 
half century of activity of the American 
Agudah organization in every part of 
the world for the furtherance of Torah 
sovereignty jn Jewish life, through a 
broad range of constructive projects. The 
elite of American Orthodoxy is expected 
to attend this celebration. 

Agudath Israel Warns 
N.Y.C. Board of Education 

A spokesman for Agudath Israel of 
America, testifying at a hearing on No
vember 14th called by the Board of Edu
cation of New York City, charged the 
Board with "harassing the non-public 
schools." The hearing had been called 
to consider new proposals which would 
have cut back benefits to non-private 
schools from Title I programs of the 
federal education-aid Jaw. 

The Agudist spokesman warned that 
unless the attempts to restrict aid to non
public school children are halted, the 
organization will ca11 for a public Con
gressional investigation. The Board 0f 
EdL1cation subsec:uently adopted a com
promise program. 

National Bnos Convention 
Adopts New Progra•,, 

·rhe second annual national conven
tion of Bnos Agudath Israel of America, 

which was held over the weekend of 
November 18-20 in Bradley Beach, New 
Jersey, adopted a broad range of pro
grams for expanding the work of the 
Agudist girls' organization. 300 delegates, 
active Bnos group leaders, participated 
in the convention. 

The main speaker was Rabbi Chaim 
Nussbaum·, noted scholar and principal 
of the Yeshiva Eitz Chaim of Toronto. 
Among the other speakers were Rabbi 
Shmuel Bloom of the Ner Israel Yeshiva 
of Baltimore, Rabbi Yechie1 Perr, Rab
bi Joshua Silbermintz, Rabbi Yosef Mit
nick, and Rabbi Baruch Borchardt. 

Mrs. Belle Young offered greetings in 
behalf of N'shei Agudath n•rael. Out-of
town greetings were brought by Esther 
Amsel of Boston, Chavy Greenberg of 
Chicago, Chaya Berger of Cleveland, 
Shoshana SchiffeJdrin of Baltimore, and 
Reva Kormin of Toronto. Marilyn Fried
man was chairman of the convention 
committee. Miss Esther Oelbaum is 
national president --•f Bnos, and Eliza 
Besser is secretary < f the Bnos Council. 

Agudah Leader at White House 
Education Ceremony 

Rabbi Moshe Sherer, executive vice
president of A~dath Israe1 of America 
participated, at the invitation of Presi
dent Johnson. in a ceremony on No
vember 3rd at the White House, when 
the new education bills passed by Con
gres" were signed by the President. 
Agu jaft\ Jsrael has been active on Capi
tol i-fi: I regarding federal aid to edu
catic,1 legislation since 1960. 

ORDER FROM A SHOMER SHABBOS AND SAVE ! 

EMPIRE WINE &. LIQUORS 
560 EMPIRE BLVD. (near Kingston Ave.) BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

• 
WE WILL DELIVER ANY\!<HERE IN NEV! YORK, TO YOUR OFFICE OR HOME 

We carry a full line of 
Imported & DomPsti-: Wines & liquors as well as all Kosher Brands. 

• 
Special on famous brand Scotches. 

• For all your simchas and gift needs, let us show you how much you :an stve. 

HY 3·0707 ISAAC FLOHR 
(open daily from 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.) 

Closed Shabbos - Open Saturday nitiht till Midnight 

The Jewish Observer I Decen1ber, 1966 

Employment 

SHOMER SHABBOS JOBS 

LOOKING FOR A JOB? 

NEED OFFICE HELP? 

Confacf: 

TRADITION PERSONNEL 

33 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 

Room 625 0 Tel. 563-3994 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES ;n Hie & health 
insurance. Jack Klausner CLU, Agency 
Supervisor. Cooperman & Groman, Gen. 
Agents. John Hancock Life , Insurance 
118-21 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N. Y. 
//375, Tel., BO 3-2211 

A YESHIVA IN A LARGE JEWISH COM
MUNITY A FEW HUNDRED MILES FROM 
NEW YORK REQUIRES A MASHGIACH 
RUCHANI FOR ITS HIGH SCHOOL, 
AND FOR LEADING EVENING BAIS 
MEDRASH LEARNING SEDORIM. THE 
JEWISH OBSERVER BOX No. 5210. 

Assistant Executive Director sought for a 
le9ding Day School in a large Jewish Com .. 
munity. Fine position with excellent future, 
experience not essential, will train suitabl-e 
candidate. Reply Box 613, The Jewish 
Observer, 5 Beekman St., New York 10038. 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR wanted for one of 
the largest Orthodox organizations in the 
United States, to supervise and direct vari .. 
ous prog··ams and activities. Salary com .. 
mensu~ate with experience and ability. Send 
resumn to Box 612, The Jewish Observer, 
5 Beekman St., New York, N. Y. 10038. 

Auto Service 

16th AVENUE GARAGE CO. 0 E.pe,t 
Repairs, Free Road Service O Big Discount 
on Tires O PL'lid Stamps with Every Sale 
J 602 - 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11204 
0 DE 1-0229, BE 2-9513 0 GULF GAS 

Real Estate 

LOFTS-FACTORIES To Rent o• Buy 0 
All A•ea• 0 EARL H. SPERO 0 33 We•t 
42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 10036 O 
BR 9.1539 

Insurance 

For savings on your 

INSURANCE 
cost call 

HIRSCH WOLF 
No charge for inquiries 

UL 2.8200 
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Blessed Be '.l'be Supporters al '.l'orab 
~ $100 Membership Campaign ~ 

The Question 

Since its :inception, Chinuch Atz· 
mai was faced witl1 the question: 
"Can we keep pace ""'ith the 
growth of the country? Can we 
expa11d quickly enough to prQvide 
a Toral1 education for the tens of 
thousands of children who would 
otherwise be lost to 1~orah?" 

Today, Cl1inuch Atzmai faces a 
new question - one more chal· 
lenging and even more hasic: 

"Can Chinuch Atzmai survive?" 

Israel is today gripped by a severe 
economic crisis '",.hich has com· 
pelled its leadership to make 
emergency loans. Some mnnici· 
palities are on the verge of hank. 
n1ptcy because of the existing in· 
flation. The grave effect of the 
soaring cost of living upon Cl1i· 
nuch Atzmai is best told by tl1e 
sharp rise of the monthly payroll 
for the staff of 1,800 teachers and 
administrators, as indicted by t11e 
following monthly statistics: 

1962 - $138,300 Monthly 
1963 - 148,300 Monthly 
1964 - 198,300 Monthly 
1965 - 253,300 Monthly 
1966 - 333,300 Monthly 

Chinucl1 Atzmai - its 243 schools 
and 45,000 students - is tlie 
strongl1old of Torah today, and its 
l1ope for tomorrow. Can we per· 
mit Chinucl1 Atzn1ai to flounder? 

Hagaon Reh Aharon Kotler, 7"-Jr, 
during l1is final visit to Erctz 
Yisroel exclaimed, '"Our {.{reatest 
deficit is the 50,000 more children 
iue could save for Torah if tve only 
had the classrooms for them!" 

These stirring words continue to 
cl1allengc ns. But in the n1ean. 
time, the 45,000 children who have 
already made Chinucl1 Atzmai a 
vital part of tl1eir lives may wake 
up one school day, and find tl1at 
there no longer is a Chinucl1 Atz· 
ma. This we must never let 
happen. 

The Call and Message 
of the Gedolei Torah 

HAGAON REn YECHESKEL ABRAMSKY 

CHINUCH ATZMAI is the guarantor and 
is responsible for Torah in Israel. Re
ligious Jews throughout the world must 
unite in a massive effort to strengthen 
this great Torah Chinuch movement. 

THE GERER REBBE 
The needs of CHINUCH ATZMAI should 

be the first and forem-0st concern of all 
Torah Jews. Acceptance of t_his obliga
tion represents l:l, n~:i 'it.V nipi~'n l;ll:!'i i1W';; 

HAGAON REB :t>.1osHE FEINSTEIN 
In the name of the Gedolei Torah and 

Roshei Yeshiva, I proclaim this . $100 
Membership Campaign a sacred obliga
tion for everyone of our people, to give 
CHJNUCH ATZJ\.1AI a firm base of support. 

The Answer 

Children in Israel look to Chinuch 
Atzmai as a trusted friend who 
safely leads them fron1 a primi
tive yesterday to a new way of 
life :~1 a new land. 

They look to Chinuch Atzmai as 
a revered teacl1er wl10 devotedly 
protects them from dissuasive in
fluences that migl1t otherwise leatl 
them away from the Torah way 
of life. 

T11ey look to Chin11cl1 Atzmai as 
the inspiration tl1at guides th.em 
to a bri11iant future in the ad
vanced Y eshivoi:- of Israel - Pon
evez, Kfar Chassidim, Chevron, & 
Mir. 

We m11st see to it that Chinucl1 
Atzmai never falters. An occasion
al contribution cannot insure its 
continuity. A permanent roster of 
members m11st lJe set up, consist· 
ing of people like yourself who 
care enough about the future of 
Torah to contribute $100 monthly. 

Don't put off your decision. The 
fate of a generation awaits your 
reply and the sligl1tei:;t delay can 
be costly . . . Answer the call 
of the Gedolei Torah , . , Give 
l1ecd to the needs of today's chi1· 
dren and tl1e pleas of future gen
erations. Fill out the membership 
suhscriptio11 below and earn your· 
se]f a sl1are in the building of 
Toral1 in our tin1e - for all times. 

Please clip and mail coupon to: 
Torah Schools for Israel 
156 Fifth Avenue 
New York, N. Y. 10010 

YES! I WILL ANSWER THE CALL 
OF THE GEDOLIM! 
I hereby pledge the sum of $100 as membersi1);. 
to save Chinuch At:z.mai. 
D My check is enclosed. 
Please bill me D Quarterly D Semi.Annually. 

Name ........ . 

Address ..... . 

City ... . 

State .... ·--·· .. '" .... Zip Code.--···· 

All gifts are tax exempt. Tax Ref. BK-E0-6C 


